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BY LENA DAVIES

dents on campus about Greek life.
.
Three Greek life organizations
"Despite what some students from Xavier and three from UniBY ELIZABETH BONEAU .
know, Greek life is at Xavier but versity of.Cincinnati were present
Asst. Campus News Editor
not as sororities and fraternities, on the panel: Alpha Phi Alpha FraLast Tuesday, Xavier's campus
but rather as service clubs," said ternity, Inc., Alpha Kappa Alpha
Alpha Phi Alpha President Justin Sorority, Inc., Kappa Alpha Psi watched in awe as the gigantic
Wade.
Fraternity, Inc., Delta Sigma glass structure that had· been
"It is a service organization Theta Sorority,. Inc., Sigma gracing the residential mall was
.with social component," said Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. and hoisted to its new home atop the
Gallagher Student Center: The
Wade.
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc.
According to Wade, a number
The panel answered questions excitement at seeing one ·of the
of years ago, the student body concerning the importance, in- Gallagher Center's trademarks
took a vote on whether or not to duction and significance of come into place'' indicates the· anti ci pa ti on with which Xavier
have sororities and fraternities on Greek Life:
campus. The vote denied the opOlla Goodwin, member of Al- awaits the opening of its new stuportunity to have Greek life; how- pha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., dent center.
Xavier has been without a stuever, the Delta Sigma Theta So- said her sorority gave her a
rority, Inc. and Alpha Phi Alpha chance to give back to her com- dent center since the University
Fraternity, Inc. were present on munity through service and to Center was torn down in the sum-·
campus before the vote, and were promote an education advance~ mer of 2000. The University Cen-.
ter was constructed in 1965, pritherefore, granted permission to merit fund.
remain as clubs.
In addition, Angela Withers, marily to serve a commuter popuAll of these clubs are funded member of Delta Sigma Theta 1ati on, but grew outdated as
by SGA [Student Government Sorority, Inc., said, "Deltas are Xavier became a predominantly
Association] and operate under based on Christian principles in residential campus.
The Gallagher Student Center
their own codes of organization. efforts to fight for women's rights
"They [Greek life] are recog- and the African-American com- is designed to meet the needs of
residential student life and will
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
nized as clubs on campus. They munity."
still operate on the mandates of
As far as the induction process, also act as a gathering place for The Gallagher Center's unfinished clock tower found a home
their chapter but they operate Terri Hurdle, a member of Sigma commuter and graduate students. this past week, adding to the campus' skyline:
under SGA rather than a Pan- Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., said
"If the Cintas Center is the liv- . be relocated there.
glass atrium, and the glass strucHellenic group, who would lead· they do not have a pledging pro- ing room of campus, the Gallagher
The Gallagher Center will also ture, which students saw rise last
and direct their organizations," cess, rather a membership induc- Center will be its family room," boast a wide variety of entertain- Tuesday, will serve as a bell and
·
said Lori Wright, the Delta Sigma tion process which includes a said Ron Slepitza, vice president ment, food and retail stores to clock tower.
Theta Sorority, Inc. on-campus rush session.
for Student Development.· .
keep campus aqrnsements· on·
"~he Gallagher Center is goadviser.
According to Hurdle, rush is an
"lt is the answer to many campus. There will be a fully out- ing to make a tremendous impact
According to Wright, African- open information session for po- things we found missing when the fitted, intimate theater for student on campus. It is a spectular build. American service and social tential members to meet current University Center was torn down. performing arts, something that ing and will have so much life in
Greek life exist at Xavier to in- members and gain information · Even the structure of the build- has been sorely missed while the it. It is going to be well worth the
crease diversity and promote ser- about an organization's history ing itself, with its central atrium, university has been between stu- wait," said Jim Jackson, director
vice, which coincide with the Je- and mission.
lets students feel connected and dent centers.
for developme'nt.
suit mission.
A ·common misunderstanding, .involved. The Gallagher Center
Kinko's, Firstar, Starbucks and
The building is named after
"Xavier is small and prides it- according to Ken Durgans, a will be a phenomenal addition to Burger King will all have venues alumnus Charles Gallagher, who
in the new building. In addition, donated half of the $18 million
self on community and service- member of Kappa Alpha Psi Fra- campus," said Slepitza.
minded fellow men and women, ternity, is black Greek life is exThe Gallagher Center will give there will be a deli called Iggy's required for its construction. Uniwhich lets the Greek on campus elusive to blacks.
a permanent home· to the offices (short for Ignatius), an ice cream versity friends and alumni were
be inclusive rather than exclu"Our charters do not discrimi- that have been temporarily, scat:. store and bakery called Scoops then challenged to donate the
sive," said Wright.
nate against other cultures, rather tered around campus. Student and Scones and a bar called other half. Construction will be
Last week, the Delta Sigma black Greek life accepts other Development offices, Career and Ryan's Pub.
completed in January, and is set
Theta Sorority, Inc. held their an~.
Commuter Services, and LeaderPhysically, it is a commanding to open in March 2002.
See Greek, Page 2 ship and Orientation offices will building. There is a four-story
nual Greek forum .to inform stuContributing Writer

a
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.CLOWNING AROUND

Book drive
The 2001 Crosstown Read Out
is a book drive to benefit Cincinnati Public School Libraries. New
or gently used books can be
dropped off in th.e bins located
around campusfor·grades ~"12.
At each bin, there is also a wish
list compiled by librarians. The
wish list is also available at·
www.amazon.com,. keyword Mortar Board. The drive ends Nov. 30.
For more information, email
xumortarboard@hotmail.com

Adopt a ·Family
The office of Commuter Services is sponsoring the Adopt a
Family program. Students, faculty
and staff are welcomed to sponsor a family in need. To particpate,
pick up a fo~ at Commuter Services and return it by Friday, Nov.
16. All families wiUbe assigned
. by Nov; 19-20 and gifts will be
due Dec. 9-11. For more information, call 745-3824.

G~eat Smokeout ·
The
Great
American
Smokeout, organized by the
Amerfoan Cancer Society win
take place Thursday, Nov. 15. This
is a day when all smokers are encouraged to give up cigarettes for
24 hours. The Xavier Wellness
Team is promoting the event on
Xavier's campus. For more information, contact C:llll 745-3599.

Homecoming
The homecoming dance will
take place;Friday, Nov. 16 from
10 p.m. to 2 a.m, in the Cintas
Cent!!r. The theme is The Greatest
Homecoming on Earth. Tickets
are available through pre-sale today through Friday, Nov. 16 from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Nieporte
Lounge and from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in front of the Cafe.

Attack on America
An informational meeting and
open dicussion will take place on
Thursday, Nov. 15 at 7:30 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium. It will address
why the events of Sept. 11 occurred and where the current situation stands. Topics include: U.S.
foreign policy, U.S. relations with
the Middle East, theories behind
terrorism and the pursuit of jus- ·
tice.

Library fines
forgiven for cause
The libraries will accept
canned go.ods and o'ther non-perishable food items in payment for
library overdue fines. One. food
item equals $1. in fines. All items
will be donated to the Drop Inn
Center; The food drive will run
until Wednesday, Nov. 21:

.THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

GrantreCeived to
help local schools

fourth live below the poverty level.
The grant will be u~ea to pay for
The. Ohio Board of Regents' ·.professional development: the imEisenhower Professional Develop~ provement of mathematics and sci. mentProgram has awardedXavier ence teacher~ in understanding
University a$40,35I grant to better course content; teaching strategies
11 Cincinnati parochial schools. · and integration of technology intci
·
Those responsible for this award the classroom.
"[The program this grant is
are Dr. Cynthia Geer,· assistant professor of education, and Dr. David funding] is focused on technology
Flaspohler, professor of mathemat- with math and science instruction.
It is for the teachers that are in those
ics and computer science.
The. Eisenhower program annu- Eastern Catholic Alliance schools,"
. ally distributes federal funding to Geer said.
The program has already been
support activities that improve - - - - - - - - - - - - - working with
their first group
mathematics and
of teachers for a
science educayear, and .they
tion at the K-12
will start worklevels.
ing with a new·
To begin the ·
group in Januprocess to reSeniors Justin Wade and Justin Hunt parade as clowns on
ary.
ceive a grant,
"[Because]
the residential mall during Homecoming week.
Flaspohler wrote
.-Dr. Cynthia Gee;r,
they have the
a grant proposal
assistant professor of education
technology in
and submitted it
their buildings,
to
the
we.'re trying to
Eisenhower Professional 'Development Program. It's a competitive help them better their instruction
..
.
·'.·<·'>~··.;
grant, held once a year. Out of 67 in human learning. So we're trying
Continued fr6m pag~ 1 .·
sorority or fraternity, rather they are applicants this year, there were 38 to help those teachers help those
cultures irlto their organiza- to be assets to an individual.
students, basically," Geer said.
awards.
. "DST [Delta Sigma Theta]
tions·as long as the person believes
There will be a needs assessment,
Under the supervision of Geer, the
in the history and abides by its showed me I can make a difference grant will be directed by the Xavier summer workshops and two followmandates," said Durgans.
on a bigger scale, and I gained a Center for Excellence in Education up sessions in th!! fall. The teachers
The panel cohesively agreed greater purpose for life in general," (X-CEED), which was created by that participate will get two graduall events are open to all students said Withers.
'
Xavier in 1998 to provide profes- ate credit hours, which contribute
Beyond an asset, Hurdle said sional development focusing on to their personal pursuit of edu.caregardless of culture or race.
An important factor
their "it [a Greek organization] is a mar- impro.ving content knowledge and tion.
club's induction process is the keting tool for black student teaching strategies in mathematics
The X-C.EED program is part of
character of the student. The stu- achievers. As a marketing tool, these and science for pre-K~ 12 teachers.
E-CASE's larger technology-based
dent must have maintained a cer- organizations have become aides ·
X-CEED will use this grant to curriculum redesign called "Best
tain grade point average, commu- of resource and networking during fund professional development Schools." Through this three-year ·
nity service, dedication and self- school, while sisterhood and broth- 'courses for teachers in the Eastern initiative, a collaboration of Econtrol.
erhood remains after school."
Catholic Alliance of Schools for CASE teachers will be chosen anAll these characteristics are imThe forum had many important Excellence (E-CASE). E-CASE is a nually to participate In extensive
portant to the organizations that goals but Hurdle had one in par- '. consortium of 10 Catholic elemen- .professional development that prehave members that include many ticular for all attendees~
··
tary schools and one high school in pares them to apply new teaching
"It is important to love yourself; the city of Cincinnati. Of the 11 and learning technologies in the
black leaders of the future, according to Durgans. The historical sig- if you do or ~o not join [a Greek urban parochial schools. that com- classroom, and to redesign the curnificance of these organizations organization], you are not less or prise E-CASE, 30 percent of the stu- riculum to make use of these new
are not to designate all people to a more of a person."
dents are minority groups and one-. tools and techniques.

BY COLIN A. MCDERMOTI
Contributing Writer

"WFre trying to· help
them . better their
instruction in human
learning. "

Greek:.op.~n

to all

of

Police Notes
Nov. 6, 12:50 a.m. - Cam~
pus Police arrested a non-student
on an outstanding ·misdemeanor
warrant when found wandering
around the second floor of Joseph
Hall.
. Nov. 7, 12:58 ·a.m. - Campus Police observed a subject
driving recklessly in a Xaviercon trolled parking lot on
Cleanay Avenue. A student was
cited for reckless driving and
driving under the influence.

Breaking fast

Nov. 7, 2:30 a.m. __:_Campus
Police responded to a car fire on
Winding Way near Redway. The
car had hit a tree and caught fire.
One Xavier student was arrested
for driving under the influence
by Cincinnati Police.

The Muslim Student Association will sponsor, "Let's Break
Fast Together" on Monday, Nov.
19 at 5 p.m. in the Dorothy Day
House.

Nov. 7, 5:40 p.m. -An employee in the Cohen Center
building reported the theft of a
CD player from a locked room.

Nov. 7, 7 p.m. - A resident student reported that his/her car had
been broken into in the 3800 block
of Ledge wood Drive.

i>:m.

No~. 8, 8:io
-An 'off-campus student reported her vehicle
had been broken into while parked
in the 1700 block of Cleanay Avenue. The matter was referred to
Norwood Police.
Nov. 9, ll:to p.m. - Campus
Police observed two students on the
roof of the Villa. Both students were
warned and referred to Residence
Life.
Nov. to, to p.m. -Campus·Police observed a small pine tree uprooted alongside the Commons. An
investigation revealed that a party
was taking place on the first floor
and a student was· responsible for
the damage. The matter was referred
to Residence Life.

sign in the North Lot reserved area.
old male for disorderly conduct
Th.e student was cited for underage
while intoxicated_. The subject
consumption, disorderly conduct,
was heard yelling obscenities
attempted theft of university prop. and grossly abusive language
erty, and possession of criminal
aitwo female students.
tools.
Nov. 11~ 9 a.m. -An RA in
Nov. to, 12:55 a.m. - A fight
the Commons reported some~
broke out during the Greekfest af. one had broken out the glass
ter-party between two non-student
panel in the fire extinguisher
fraternities. As a result, Greekfest
box on the first floor.
ended one hour early._ Three ponstudents were arrested. Two were arrested for disorderly conduct and
one for breaking out the window of
· a Cincinnati Police cruiser. Cincinnati Police backed up Xavier Police.
Nov. to, 1:40 a.m. -An underage student was cited for consumption of alcohol. The student will face
disciplinary charges for possession
of a fake ID, possession of a marijuana pipe and possession of one
unit dose of ecstasy. The subject
passed out on top of a mailbox in
the Village..

Nov. to, 12:25·a.ni. - Campus .
Nov. 10, 2:45 a.m. - Campus
Polic.e observed a student in the'
process of stealing a Residence Life Police cited a non-student 19 year-
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CROWD The pros are coming
Xavier University Campus Profile

, THE CINCINNATI CHAMBER ORCHESTRA IS BRINGING WITH IT 30 MUSICIANS, THREE OF WHOM ARE XAVIER PROFESSORS
principle viola in the orchestra and
BY MELISSA A. MOSKO
News Features Editor
teaches violin and Chamber En:
. As result of a grant proposal semble. Rebecca T. Andres plays
written by Xavier adjunct Rrofes~ principle flute in the orchestra and
· sor Wesley Wollard, the Cin~innati teaches flute at Xavier. . .
Wollard has.combined his proChamber Orchestra's 30 musicians
will be performing for the first time fessional and academic experiences to create a richer environment
on Xavier's campus.
This is not only the first ap- . for music students.
"I try to take the more dry, aca. pearance for the Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra on campus, but the demic things out of music and refirst time a large group of profes- place them with the more lively
sional musicians has come to share things from performing," he said.
On the same level, Wollard is
their music with ·the Xavier comable to offer a different analysis of
munity.
"This is a good opportunity to a piece or genre to his colleagu'es
open up the ears of non-musicians in professional music. from his
· . to exciting music that they teaching experience.
Wollard dewouldn't
scribes music m;
have had the
a way of life opportunity
as part of one's
to hear otherbeing.· Giving.up
wise," said
Wollard. ·
weekends for
concerts and
So, what's
nights for reso
special
hearsals and perabout these
sonal practice are
musicians?
worth it because
Wollard and
it
is who a person
two other peris.
formers are on·
"When
I
staff at Xavier
- Wesley Wollard
·
teach,
I
have
the
in the music
department of music
benefit of being
department.
inside
an orchesWollard
tra,"
Wollard
plays second
said.
"It's
like a
trumpet in the
whirling
machine
where
parts
spin
orchestra and teaches trumpet,
like
the
cogs
of
a
wheel
-you
have
brass techniques and the art of listening and also conducts the Wind to be careful not to get run over."
Ensemble. Heidi L. Yenney plays

a

A one· man show

.,. '1t's like a whirling
machine where parts
spin like the cogs ofa
wheel - you have to
be careful not to get
,,
run over.

WHO: CINCINNATI CHAMBER ORCHESTRA UNDER
THE DIRECTION OF MISHA SANTORA
WHAT: A FREE CONCERT FOR THE XAVIER
.
COMMUNITY
WHERE: BELLARMINE CHAPEL
WHEN: MONDAY, NOV. 26 AT 7:30 P.M.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CINCINNAI CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

Orion Weiss, guest piano soloist for the Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra, will be performing on
campus Nov. 27 at 7:30 p.m.
·
Eighteen-year-old .Orion Weiss, native of
Lyndhurst, Ohio, will be performing as a guest pianist with the Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra on Nov.
26 at Bellarmine Chapel at 7:30 p.m.
Weiss has been awarded first prize at the Akron
Youth Symphony Concerto Competition, the Cleveland Philharmonic Concerto Competition, ·the
Venitia Hall Concerto Competition and the Cleve'Iand Institute of Music Concerto Competition. He
was also awarded a scholarship at the Interlochen
Arts Camp for four consecutive years and regularly
attends the Sergei Babayan International Piano
Academy in Cleveland, the Pianofest in the

Hamptons and the Perlman Music Program founded by
Itzhak and Toby Perlman. Last winter, Weiss joined
select members of the Perlman Music Program in Israel
where he took part in coricerts and· master classes in
conjunction with Israeli students. He has also partici~
pated in master classes given by Emanuel Ax, Claude
Frank, Joseph Kalichstein, Louis Lortie and Eunice
Pod is.
He has recently moved to New York to begin
studying under Emanuel Ax at the Juilliard School of
Performing Arts.

- MELISSA A. MOSKO

Not only to say the right thing in the right place, but far more
difficult, to leave unsaid the wrong thing at the tempting
moment.
G~orge Sala

Call your mom. ·Get featured.
It's all in a day's work.

.

I
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Another plane crash in NYC
·engine's separation helped cause
the crash. Authorities found the
plane's flight data recorder, and
National· Transportation Safety
Board officials said it would be ·
NEW YORK-An American Air- examined in Washington by fedlines jetliner bo~nd for the Domini- . eral safety experts ..
canRepublicfromNewYorkwith260 . ·
By day's end, authorities had
people aboard plunged into a seaside recovered much of the plane, ei- : •·
neighborhood moments after takeoff ther from Jamaica Bay or from the
Monday morning, tormenting an al- ground in Rockaway. "The auready grieving city, raising fears of thorities .are quite confident that
another terrorist act and again rattling in a few days we will have a very
the shaken airline industry.
. definitive answer," said Sen.
The cause of the crash, which ap- aiarles Schumer, D-N.Y., who visparently killed everyone cin board, ited the crash site and then met
remained undetermined, but officials with victims' farllilies. "To have ·
said preliminary evidence pointed to this much materi~l is rare."
an accident - not an act of terror. Six
other people were reported missing
OFFICIALS URGE CALM
on the ground in Queens.·
The fiery crash came two
ANOTHER AIR TRAGEDY
months and a day after the terror-. ·
ist attacks on the World· Trade
Eyewitnesses said the plane, a 13- Center and the Pentagon, amid a ·
year-old Airbus A300, appeared to heightened sense {)f alert across
explode shortly after' takeoff from the ~ountry. Authorities, however,
John F. Kennedy International Air- warned the public not to assume
port, then proke apart and went into · the incidents were related. "People Investigators search the crash site of American Airlines Flight 587, which went down
a nosedive. It scattered debris, includ~ . shouldn~t speculate as to the early Monday morning in a neighborhood in Queens, New Y~rk .
ing an engine that witnesses said cause," New York Mayor Rudolph
separated in flight, across several Giuliani said at an impromptu above !'few York.Bridges and tun- for any clues that pointed to a ter~ safety experts said they were ·leanblocks and in a ,nearby bay as it news conference near the crash. nels into the city were closed, and rorist attack, a U.S. official said.
ing toward a mechanical failure behurtled to the ground.
"It may well have been an engine all three major New York-area airThe NTSB took the lead in the cause the engine appeared to fall
A key issue for investigators will failure ... we shouldn't jump to ports shut do-WU for a period of time. investigation: underscoring the off and because the crash happened ·
be whether the engine, one of two on conclusions."
U.S. spy agencies also combed government's view that the crash so early in flight.
lhe plane, fell as a result of mechaniNevertheless, U.S. fighter jets through intelligence reports and was an accident. The safety board,
cal failure or sabotage, or whether the scrambled to patrol air space eavesdropping transcripts looking the FAA and independent aviation

BY JAMES KUHNHENN, SETH
BORENSTEIN, WARREN P.
STROBEL AND AMIE PARNES
Knight Ridder Newspapers

Finding bin Laden will be difficult
GOVERNMENT SAYS STOPPING AL-QAIDA W.ILL BE SLIGHTLY EASIER NOW THAT TALIBAN HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM POWER
sociates could prove exceedingly will also require better intelligence 055 Brigade, an elite force funded
hard, especially if they join Taliban from the United Front, also known and armed by bin Laden, have died
holdouts retreating into the moun- as the Northern Alliance, and Paki- in U.S. air attacks around Kabul and
WASHINGTON -The collapse tains, valleys and deserts of stani operatives than they have re- the southern city of Kandahar, the
or overthrow of the Taliban would southern arid eastern Afghani- ceived so far, the officials said.
headquarters of the Taliban's spirimake it somewhat easier for the . stan, the heartland of the
tual leader, Mullah Muhammad
lJnited States and its allies to hunt Pashtuns, the dominant ethnic
Omar.
down Osama bin Laden and his top group in Afghanistan.
Furthermore, without Taliban
aides in Afghanistan.
Most of the Taliban, who have
support, bin Laden will lose his supBut, barring the unexpected, such . been sheltering bin Laden, are·
ply lines. U.S. intelligence officials
as a betrayal of bin Laden by some- Pashtuns. The so-called Pashtun
believe bin Laden and his men have
stockpiled only enough food, fuel
one who knows where he is, U.S. of- Belt "is filled with mountains and
ficials· said that finding and eliminat- caves and people can hang on
and ammunition to get them through
ing him and his inner circle will be a there for a long time," said a sethe winter, hllnkered down in caves
or underground bunker complexes. ··
greater military challenge than the nior administration official. The
Finally, a defeat ofthe Taliban would
U.S. bombing campaign that helped Bush administration is hoping a
deny bin Laden and his loyalists
Pashtun tribal chief, anxious to
turn the tide against the Taliban.
freedom of movement. The nominal
Speaking on condition of anonym- ingratiate himself with the U.S.ity, these officials also warned that backed United Front and claim the
Taliban government, with the combin Laden's capture or death would $7 million in reward money offered
plicity of sympathizers in the Pakinot immediately end the threat of new for bin Laden, will betray the exstani military and intelligence serterrorist attacks by al-Qaida, the glo- iled Saudi extremist's whereabouts.
vices, allowed bin Laden to move
bal network oflslamic zealots l).e di- Failing that, however, U.S. military
men and money in and out of Afrects from Afghanistan. "The orga- commanders may be facing the
ghanistan and communicate with al- U.S. official Qaida cells around the world, innization would remain," said a U.S. toughest part of Operation Endur.·
official who follows global terrorism ing Freedom.
cluding in the United States.
Running bin Laden and his men
The U.S. official who follows indevelopments. "There still would be
ternational terrorism issues said
bad people out there, but with less to ground would require deployStill, the collapse ofthe Taliban's there are some concerns that bin
guidance, less funding, less leader- ments of U.S. and allied special
ship and more questions about their forces in some of Afghanistan's seven-year rule of Afghanistan Laden and his .aides could try to
harshest terrain, U.S. officials said. would make it harder for bin Laden leave Afghanistan via Pakistan's
ultimate fate."
With the Taliban nearly van- · The commandos would have to and his aides to evade capture, they rugged, poorly patrolled border and
quished in northern Afghanistan and have advanced sensor and com- said. Deprived of the Taliban's pro- make their way to another country.
opposition United Front forces on munications equipment and be tection, U.S. intelligence officials But, the official said, it would be
K::ibul's doorstep, the focus of the backed by around-the-clock over- say, bin Laden and his top aides, . extremely hard for them to do so.
Furthermore, many of bin Laden's
U.S. military operation is likely to. shift flights by reconnaissance aircraft Ayman al Zawahiri and Muhammad
and robot spy planes and close Atef, would have no more than 100 followers could lose faith if they
to its primary objective: the hunt for
bi1~ Laden, the suspected architect of air support from AC-130 Spooky
to 200 Afghan Arabs, fighters from "find that their leader has bugged
gunships, AH-64 Apache attack Middle Eastern countries, to defend out" instead ofchoosing martyrdom,
th~~ Sept. 11 terrorist attacks in New
helicopters and A-10 Thunderbolt them. These officials believe that a he said. A second senior adminisYork and Washington.
But locating bin Laden and his as- attack planes. U.S. commanders number of Afghan Arabs from the tration official added that there do

BY JONATHAN S. LANDAY
Knight Ridder Newspapers

"[al-Qaida] would
remain [if bin Laden
was captured or
. killed}. There still
would be bad people
out there, but with
less guidance . . . and
·more·questions about
their ultimate fate. "

not appear to be any countries will~
ing or able to provide bin Laden safe
haven the way that first Sudan and
then Afghanistan did.
_ Ifhe manages to evade history's
biggest manhunt, the second administration official said, bin
Laden's most likely destinations
would be the Hadhramut region of
Yemen, a largely lawless area from
which bin Laden's family comes,
anarchy-ridden Somalia or perhaps
western islands oflndonesia. Other
possible destinations could be
Mindanao, the Philippines island
with a Muslim insurgency backed
by bin Laden, or Russia's warwracked republic of Chechnya, he
said.
U.S. officials cautioned that with
al-Qaida cells operating in more than
60 countries, the threat of new terrorist attacks against the United
States or its allies would persist after bin Laden's death or capture.
Any operations, however, would
not likely be as sophisticated or
devastating as those of Sept. 11,
they added.
U.S. intelligence officials say
that al-Qaida, which is more the creation of Zawahiri than bin Laden,
caru10t continue operating as it now
does without central command, control, communications and training.
On the other hand, al-Qaida cells
might prove harder to monitor and
pre-empt if members are no longer
communicating and receiving financing from a central hub, the Pentagon official said.
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Xavier
Action
Volunteer
Calendar
Are you looking for service opportunities? Xavier Action, the university's

commun~ty

service
network, receives numerous requests ·for students to perform service every day. , If interested in any
of the following service projects, you may contact the agencies directly or contact Xavier Action at
745-4343 or xaction@xu.edu for more information.
.

'

NEW! Evanston Shll:ttle Service In partnership with the Center for. Career and.
Leadership Development, Xavier Action·is sponsoringthe new Evanston shuttle. This·van runs on
Monday thru Thurscfay from 2-6p. m., and transports students to three service sites in the Evanston
community- Leger tutoring progrqm, Parham School's tutoring program and Hope Temple's tutoring ·
program. The shuule makes pick-ups every 15 minutes outside ofthe Dorothy Day House. Ifyoit are
· interested in performing service at one ofthese sites, or would like to have
aXavier Action representative make a presentation on the van .
service to yourclub or group, please contact us. This is the
perfect opportunity for any student who wants to do ·
community service and would like to have transportation
arran ed.

Don't forget to Adopt A Family
this Holiday Season!!!
Pick up the adoption forms at the
Commuter Information Center located
iii Nieporte Lounge or call Commuter
Services at 745-3824.
All registration forms must be received
by November 16.

FOOTBALL?.WE AIN'T GOT NO STINKING FOOTBALL.
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-:STAFF EDITORIAL-

Newswire Thanksgiving
In the spirit of Thanksgiving,
The Newswire staff would like to
express our gratitude for several
improvements and activities on
campus this semester. To begin
our "We're thankful for" list, we
here at The Newswire must display our sheer pleasure that the
big "glass thing" has made its
appearance on top of the Gallag~er
Center without catastrophe. Our.
fears have been relieved considering the likelihood of disaster
was high-(we figured the school '
would have to find some way to
keep the project from on-time
completion).
Secondly, we are most grateful
for the audio/visual workers at
Xavier who make using electronic
devices in the classroom so pain. less. And - always a staff favorite - Physical Plant must be
thanked profusely for its speed
arid competence in restoring the
roof of our headquarters, the Publications House. ·
Considering the roof fell atop
the Diversions desk two weeks
ago and we've still managed to
publish outstanding editions of
the paper, Physical Plant has
served The Newswire well. Of
course, Physical Plant also de. serves to be thanked for its excellence in landscaping around the
soccer field and tenniifcourts.
Always grateful for some fun
activities to keep us busy, we
would like t() thank Xavier alumni
and SAA for putting on homecoming week. We hear there is an
attempt to make the Cintas Center a little more dance-friendly this

COPYRIGHT 2001

year, so kudos for that as well.
Finally, we must convey our deepest appreciation for the weather as of
late - rain to and from class is never
pleasant - and for the best gift of
all: the continued existence of the
Commons. Despite its poor, hurried
construction, the numerous fire and
smoke alarm emergencies of the semester and the· unending trouble in
the boiler room, the Commons has
yet to burn to the ground. Thank you,
thank you, thank you. .
On that note, The Newswire staff,
of course, has its "not thankful for"
list as well. Though we are thrilled
the Commons is still standing, we are
displeased the hot water continually
shuts off on Wednesdays, as the trend
indicates. Naturally; all the dorms
are less than thankful for the cable
outage plaguing the campus for
nearly a week as weJl.
As for Rec Sports, the staff is appalled at the canceling of floor
hockey and the disappearance of
bowling. We are most ungrateful for
the lack of opportunity to partake in
these activities.
, Our last display of ingratitude is
for the late date on which final exams end. Leaving us four days to
prepare for Christmas and get to our
hometowns was a fabulous idea.
With the amount of stress we as
students have during finals week anyway, the rush to buy· presents, pack
up and get home is most appreciated.
Hope everyone else enjoys Thanksgiving break as much as we will.
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Civilian casualities unreported ··
And the war goes on. The
We must, because they tell us
Sure enough, they have. In these
United States continues to bomb attacks, among other essential struc- to,. go on as usual, spend our money,
Afghanistan. ·We hear claims that tures, a main hydroelectric dam was buy our things.. help the consump- · ·
military targets are the only targets. hit and is in critical condition. tion of alcohol rise, as it should in
If you rely solely on U.S. media, Power, in general, is nearly non-ex- times of war. That is very much
this may appear somewhat true, but istent for people in Afghanistan. The what college students do, and that
take a look at other news sources message about the cluster bombs, · is what you should continue doaround the- world. These sources as well as other important informa- ing.
And through this conflict, we
think that civilian casualties are tion, will not be heard, neither in
newsworthy, unlike most in the Afghanistan nor the United States. don't have to worry about counUnited States. The media in other But we do have power here, don't tries around the world calling for a
countries do not feel the need, to we?
stop to the war. They are almost all
behind us in our "war on terror."
"self-censor" themselves. They do
not believe reporting Afghan civilShould a country important to our
grand imperialistic scheme in Afian deaths is "perverse."
I would tend .to think that killghanistan try anq cry out, we will
ing innocent people is perverse
simply brib!! them.
and the guilty party should be held
Please, don't worry that Pakistan
wants the war to end, for they owe
accountable.
This applies to terrorists, but
us millions. If they complain, don't
also to the U.S. government. The
worry, we will simply give them
U.S. government's idea of a war on
even more money. Don't worry
about Iraq, for we will get to them
terrorism is to drop cluster bombs
soon' enough. And then we will conin Afghanistan that are basically
the same color, yellow, and same
tinue on. We will be relentless in
shape of the propaganda bombs
our quest for justice, no matter how
they have been dropping - ·
many civilians get in the way.
namely the miniscule amount of
As far as fear in our country
rations dropped. Then. after a few
goes, we also should really have
weeks of this, they try to cover their
nothing to worry about. The government has already shown us that
tracks by changing the color of the
they are not afraid to tell us when
rations and sending a warning to
the people over Afghan radio about
terrorist attacks may occur. Maybe
not exactly when, or where, or how,
this small oversight.
Obviously, this message does.
but sure enough they will tell us so
not reach many people because
we can relax.
Afghanistan is possibly the poorAnd since these attacks haven't
. est country in the world, and conplayed out, obviously the governstant power is something they canWhich brings up another inter- ment has done an effective job of
not take for granted. Any power esting point. Through this ordeal, preventing the attacks. You can
that was reaching people is most . there have been cries that "the also be sure that bombing Afghanilikely not even available, seeing United States is the greatest coun- stan has been an effective measure
as how bombs, second only to try on earth." I see this on students' against terrorism. It is, most likely;
nuclear bombs in size, have begun doors, in fact. But when I see this the surest way to ·garner support
to be dropped on Afghanistan and slogan, I think, "Yes, and the most from Middle Eastern countries and
obliterate masses of land the size wasteful." Which, upon reflection, the rest of the world, if the money
of five football fields. The presi- is one message that should have doesn't work.
dent has assured us he would not bet::n heard loud and clear when the
Yes, I feel safe and relaxed.
waste million dollar bombs to hit towers were felled. But we will keep
camels' butts, so these bombs must spending our money and leave the
- Michael Roman
be hitting something important.
war up to the government.
Class of '03

"Ifyou rely solely
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on U.S. media,
this may appear
somewhat true, but
take a look at other
news sources arou.nd
the world. These
sources think that
civilian casualties are
newsworthy, unlike
most in the lfnited
States."
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·.If you could do anything illegal, -what would you do?:
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·Read This: It's New!
Joe Nabisco: Why?
Oreo Man: Well, frankly, white is
Social Commentator
Recently, I bought a gallon of passe. America is bored with Oreos.
Joe Nabisco: I like them the way
milk. Now, this is something I do,
oh, about once or twice a month. I they are.
Oreo Man: I've got it! We'll
never usually thirik about it. I like
milk .. But, now, boy howdy, do I change the color of the creme.
Joe Nabisco: Hey, I just got $10
have every reason in the world to
..
buy milk!
fro!TI this gallon of milk!
So, now we have green creme in
I can get "Cyber Loot" if I buy
a gallon of milk. Do you know March, orange creme in October, blue
what this is? Me neither. Appar- ·. creme in the spring (because blue is
ently, if I peel off the little paper the universal color of spring) and,
disc on top of the cap, log onto a give them enough time: red, white
.milk Website on the Internet and and blue creme. ("Oreo: America's
type in the code.on the little paper Cookie!") And because of the recent
disc, I could get money toward the American flag shortage, people will
purchase of many fine goods, like · smash oreos to the bumpers of their
more milk or video games or a Suburbans, right next to the bumper
· stuffed cow that, when you press sticker that reads:."This car stops for
its belly, says: "You just fell for deer! And then shoots them!"
And we can't win. Aquafina, have
another marketing ploy. What a
you heard of this? It is apparently a
moo-ron."
Marketing is ruining our great new product: water.· Lisa Kudrow
country. Since when do we need from "Friends" telis us in a commer-.
motivation to purchase milk? cial to buy water because there's noth"Well, I was gonna buy this sweet ing in it. And, I suppose it would be
refreshing milk for my cereal, but cheaper to buy a bottle of water than,
if I buy a bottle of Pepsi Cola, I say, dig a well. ·
What's next? They've already
might win a trip to France!" But,
no more. Those. geniuses at milk added marshmallows to Froot Loops,
marketing and research recog- fruit flavors to Lipton Iced Tea,
nized the need for product en- thereby reinstating the mango as a
fruit to be reckoned with and taken
hancement.
And this is not a new phenom- tbe fat out of everything. You can
enon. You can now win things on now buy fat free ice cream, fat free
most products we purchase: a trip bucket o' lard and, of course, fat free
to Hawaii from 7 Up, a million - Oreos.
There is no telling what the next
bucks from Nilla Wafers, or a loinnovation will be. Meatless Hambotomy from Taster's Choice.
On top of that, there appears to burger Helper known simply as
be a glaring need to improve all Helper? Cheerios shaped like mythocurrent products as well. Have you logical figures called "Cheeri 0 My
tried to buy a package of Oreos Gods?" We are in trouble, America.
lately? You know, the good ol' And it is our fault. We don't buy just
fashioned cookie, white creme be- plain things anymore. Americans
tween two chocolate cookies. spend their entire waking hours seekPretty classic snack cookie. ing variety; the next best thing to
Doesn't need to be improved. How change our lives or taste buds forever (I secretly blame Nabisco for
wrong'you are.
It all started with the Double- the divorce rate in this country.)
Only we can change it. In the
Stuffed. "The cookie with enough
creme to clog your artery!" (FYI: meantime, I'll be eating my Grape
Actual Nabisco slogan during the Nuts, now shaped like the letter 0,
civil rights movement "Oreo: covered in lemon flavored Pepsi cola
bringing blacks and whites to- while I count my cyber loot until I
gether for decades!")
have enough to purchase that new
But, Double-Stuffed wasn't game for Play Station 2. Because, no
enough. I can see the conversation matter what the beasts of marketing
that took place here:
and research pitch to us, we will be
Oreo P.R. Man: We need a new more than prepared to buy it.
angle.
America: what a bunch ofmoo-rons.

BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ

Thanks for all the great letters!
Now send more.
Send your opinions to
opednewswire@hotniail.com. We'll
make you a star.
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Men's soccer
honored
Last Thursday, the men's soccer team was honored· with four
nominations to the Atlantic 10
All-Conference teams.
The Netherlands natives, senior midfielder Rob Bakker and
freshman Tiest· Sondaal, were
both· named to the A- IO All-Conference First Team. Bakker led
XU in scoring this season with
14 points on two goals and IO
assists. Sondaal finished fourth
on the team in scoring despite
being a defender. The only freshman on the conference's first
team, Sondaal notched three
goals and five assists.
Senior defender Sam Fiore,
with three goals on the season,
was named to the A-10 All-Conference Second Team.
Sondaal and classmate Brian Schaeper, who started 18 games
in goal for the Muskies, were
both honored on the conference's
All-Rookie Team.

Rifle sets records
.The XU rifle team shattered
two school records in Saturday's
match against Jacksonville State.
The team's score of 4,663 in the
smallbore broke the previous
record of 4,656 set on Oct. 22,
2000. .This led to an overall
record score of 6,210, which
broke the record set last October
and equaled two weeks ago in
the Muskies match against Tennessee Tech.
·
Junior Thrine Kane paced the
team in both air rifle and
smallbore. A two-time AllAmerican, Kane shot a 392 in air
rifle and a 1, 175 iri smallbore.
Freshman Hannah Kerr
notched the second best score in
both disciplines with a 1, 167 in
smallbore and a 389 in air rifle.
With the win, XU took the
lead in the Walsh Match, the largest indoor tournament in the nation, through the first two weekends of the match.

Marathon sputters early
Men jump out to 20-2. lead, coastto win in.final tune-up
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Editor-in-Chief
It didn't take long for Mara"thon .Oil to run dry on Friday
night. The men's basketball team
took control of the game from the
start· and never looked back in
earning an 88-66 victory.
The Musketeers' second exhibition opponent scored the first.
basket of the game and then feil
victim to a 20-0 Xavier run, virtually knocking them out of the
game.
"I'm a little bit happier than last
- week," said head coach Thad
Matta. "Our guys played a little
big more in the confines of a
team."
Junior David West propelled
the Xavier run with seven points
of his own and was critical in helping the Muskies hold on for the
entire game.
West was the epitome of efficiency against Marathon, hitting
l 0-14 shots for the game en route
to a 23-point, I I-rebound doubledouble. In fact, West had already
reached the double-double mark
by the intermission, having totaled IO boards and 15 points.
XU's big man has continued to
play up to the standard he established last season and has shown
no signs of failing to reg"ain his
Player-of-the-Year form.
"When we give him the ball we
usually turn out to have a basket,"
said senior Kevin Frey. "We feel
pretty comfortahle when he has

the ball in the post."
Xavier was never really pressured
after the opening run. Marathon
trailed by 15 at the half, 44-29, but
never got any closer than 11 points
the rest of the. way.
Though playing an inferior opponent, the Muskies' ability to hold
on to the lead and not allow Marathon back into the game was encouraging. As was the continued balanced scoring effort and even some
increased production from the
bench.
·
Sophomore Romain Sato fol~
lowed West in rebounding and scoring, falling one board shy of his own
double-double. Sato grabbed nine
boards to go along with his 14
points. The Xmen's top marksman
took just four shots from downtown
and showed an increased willingness to go to the basket. .
Junior Lionel Chalmers and Frey
rounded outXU's double-digit scoring, finishing with 14 and 11 points,
respectively. Neither Chalmers (513) nor Frey (4-11) shot the ball particularly well, but both added other
things to compensate.
Chalmers had a ·team-high three
steals while dishing.out six assists
and committing three turnovers .
Frey chipped in six boards, to help
the Muskies enjoy a 46-29 advantage on the glass.
Freshman Keith Jackson played
aggressively, attacking the basket,
and scored eight points for his effort. Jackson might have scored in
double figures, had he hit more than

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA

Junior point guard Lionel Chalmers scored 14 points and
·
handed out six assists in the Muskies rout of Marathon Oil on
Friday night. Chalmers also nabbed three steals..
two pf his five free-throw attempts.
Senior Alvin Brown provided a
little spark off the bench, scoring
six points on 3-3 shooting.
Things get a whole lot more serious this Saturday when the regular season begins and the Xmen play

host to Coastal Carolina at 7 p.m.
The game will be their final tuneup before squaring off against No.
8 Missouri in the Wooden Tradition on Nov. 24.

Dils mak~s All-Region Team
BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor
Junior Kerry Hils set another
school record on Saturday in earning a spot on the Great Lakes AllRegion Team at the Great Lakes
Regional in Terre Haute, Ind.
Hils' time of 21:49 broke her
own school mark for six kilometers set earlier this season. In placing 25th overall, Hils beat her previous time by 27 seconds. Her
season will surely go down as.one

A-10 basketball
tourney moves
The Atlantic 10 Conference
has announced the men's basketball tournament will move to
Dayton for 2003 and 2004.
The format has also been
slightly altered. The four opening round games will be played
at campus sites with the
quarterfinals, semifinals and finals being played at UD Arena.
The 2002 A-10 Championships will still be played at the
First Union Spectrum in Philadelphia, where it has b(:!en held
since 1997.
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of the best years ever by a Muskie
harrier.
As a team, the women finished
20th out of 30 teams with a score of
560 points. Sophomore Jennie Illig
came in second for XU, 88th overall, with a time of 23: 10.
The Great Lakes Regional
marked the final race of seniors
Natalie Lanese and Jen Andrassy's
cross country careers. Lanese's time
of 24:02 gained her a 136th place
finish whileAndrassy came in 15 lst

with a time of24:16.
Freshman Jaime Wyckoff closed
out' the scoring for the Muskies
with 169th place finish in 24:42.
The men's team finished the
year with a 29th place finish out of
31 competing teams.
. Sophomore Michael Doran led
the men over the 10,000 meter
course, finishing in l 38th with a
time of 34:12. A strong finish by
freshman Patrick Rischmann
earned him 159th place as he fin-

GAMES
of the
WEEK

On Tap
Friday, Nov. 16

Sunday, Nov. 1.B

•Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle
Match at noon

•Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle Match
ate a.m.
•Volleyball at A-1 O

. •Women's.basketball at
Indiana Stat_e at 7 p.m ..
Saturday, Nov. 17
•Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle
Match at 8 a.m.

•Swimming at Miami with
Valparaiso at 2 p.m.
•Volleyball vs. Rhode Island
at A-10 Championships at
Dayton
•Men's basketball vs.
Coastal Carolina at 7 p.m.

Championships at Dayton at
1 p.m.

ished the course in 34:42.
Junior Josh Masters came in
shortly after in 162nd place. Masters covered the Terre Haute course
in 34:49. Sophomore Matt Graham
finish.ed 34:51 to pick up 164th
place.
Freshman Drew LaMaster finished in 35:27, good for l 77th
place.
This marks the end of the cross
country season for both the men's
and women's teams.

Home basketball games take
place at Cintas Center.
Home rifle matches take place
at Walsh Range in Armory.

MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday, Nov. 17
at 7 p.in. and Monday,
Nov. 19 at 7 p.m.
at the Cintas Center

Monday, Nov. 19
Home games are in bold.

•Women's Basketball vs. Akron
at7 p.m.

College basketball is finally here! On Saturday the
Thad Matta era officially begins as the Musketeers take
on Coastal Carolina at 7 p.m.
The women's team begins
their season on Monday as
they do battle with Akron.

SPORTS
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Volleyball spikes··GW, Dayton
Muski.es pound Flyers in front of raucous crowd on Senior Day
BY ANDREW BROWN ·
Sports Writer

The Colonials (6-17, 5-10 A-10)
. were led by a 14 kill, 14 dig perforThe volleyball team appears to mance from Ruth Lazzari and 31 asbe at peak form as it heads into con- - sists by Lauren.Dunning.
ference tournament play this weekA..ilO .'VOLLEYBALL.
end. The Musketeers (23-3, 13-3 A10) clinched second place in the A-<'.'!• •. ',:-._· «.
" .. , •,
'.~ ·, 'r. ; ....
l 0 Conference standings with con'< : 4~2.
vincing wins over George Washington and first-place Dayton. The wins
.·13~3'
also earn~d XU nine votes in the lat- .
:Rtic)de-:l~latjd*
··i2~~r
.est version oftheAVCNUSA Today
-~~G
Top 25 Coaches Poll.

:, .>.srANoiNGs . .·
'pa,}rt()rlt
... l
-Xavier*•'· ····

•. T.emple*·· ·._

·

.·

buque~ne.: .
a~a ·
Massachusetts· . , :8-El ·

XAVIER DEF GEO. WASH.
30-22, 30-25, 30-18
The Musketeers were paced by
..
.• . ".·.·.l'
..
three players with 13 kills as they ···GLF·oa
swept visiting George Washington
3-0: Xavier improved to 22-1 alltime in the Cintas Center, including
XAVIER DEF DAYTON
an undefeated home record this sea30-12, 30-19, 32-30
son, as they avenged the only loss at
home in the past two years, a 1-3
An intense crowd of 1,000 and
defeat at the hands· of the Colonials the thought of revenge for an earlier
loss this season helped contribute
last season.
Senior outside hitter Jill Hamp- to XU's thrashing of Dayton in three
ton led the Musketeers with 13 kills games.
and 13 digs while also recording
The Musketeers jumped ahead
three service aces and two blocks. early, going up 10-0 in the first game
The duo of senior right side hitter and never looked back as it domiSara Bachus and junior middle hit- nated the firs'! two games ·of the
ter Katey Wygant each added 13 match. XU pulled out a come-fromkills and nine digs for the victors. behind win in the third, fighting off
Amanda Lang, a senior outside hit- two Dayton game points to even the
ter, was the fourth Musketeer to rack score at 30-30. Martin then served
up double-digit kills as she recorded up her third service ace of the game,
. followed by the match winning kill
10 kills to go with 11 digs.
Freshman setter Molly Martin led by Hampton.
Despite Martin's freshman status,
all players with 47 assists as XU out
hit George Washington .303 to .134. she displayed the experience of a

~. -:·._ d5-.· afil! · ~e · .i ig:~

N~·

. ·. )

·~g~~!~~d.l#r'!\-·~~tt,~wi~<>:

crafty veteran, guiding XU
throughout the match. In addition
to her timely serving, Martin also
totalled 32 assists, six digs and
five well-placed kills that caught .
the Flyers off-guard time after
time.
Hampton had a match-best 11
~ills and I 0 digs to conclude her
home career as a Musketeer. She
got out of the gate early for
Xavier with five kflls in the first
two games before hitting six kills
in I 0 swings during the third·
game alone. She hit .579 on the
day with her 11 kills coming in
just 19 attempts with no errors.
· Bachus and Lang also enjoyed
outstanding performances on Senior Day. Bachus contributed 10
digs and six kills to go along with
two service aces and two blocks
while Lang added five kills. and
six digs of her own.
Wygant pitched in. with eight
kills and nine digs while leading
all players with four blocks.
The visiting Flyers (21-5, 142 A-10) were led by rn kills in 25
attempts· from Katie Feriell and
33 assists by Kelly Scott, but
could not overcome 14 service
errors and a .283 to . I 04 hitting ·
percentage edge for Xavier.
The electric crowd in the
Cintas Center had an important
role in helping XU maintain its .
momentum.
XU head coach Floyd Deaton
proclaimed the crowd as being
"number one" as coaches from
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Volleyball

Basketball
Monday results:

Wednesday schedule:

Thursday schedule:

High Life 63, Team Furey 31
Brocktown Bombers 62, Keggers 39
Team Schank 64, Silly Billies 57
The Players 65, MJ's Babies 58

6:30 La Bella Sera vs. SP's
7:30 VM~ vs. Sex on the
Beach
7:30 .385 vs. St. Sabina
8:30 Team Tex vs. Scholar
Ballers
8:30 Hardcore 6th Floor
vs. Usual Suspects

6:30 Keggers vs. Griffyndors
7:30 You lose vs. Hardcore
8:30 OSC vs. Hump, Set,
Spike

Tuesday results:
·Dynasty 80, Mark Price 54
991 77, Tenth 56
Pre-Med Society 91, Jabronies 67
Triple C 93, Hardcore 16
Hoopgirls 38, Quick's Girls 16

All basketball games and volleyb_all _matches will be played at O'Connor Sports Center. If you
have any questions, call the Recreational Sports office at 745-2856.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Senior Jill Hampton celebrated Senior Day with her classmates
with a thumping of firSt-place Dayton. XU will face URI in the
first round of the A-10 Tournament, with a possible rematch with
the Flyers in the A-10 Championship looming .
both teams acknowledged the match with the Flyers for the right
crowd's impact on the game.
to the conference championship
Xavier will face Rhode Island and an automatic berth into the
in theA-10 Championship semi-ti- NCAA Tournament.
nals Saturday and with a win, could
possibly find themselves in a re-
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Woimen lose again
XU/alls desp_ite Kreager's 24 second-halfpoints
Xavier also
got solid performances
from junior
On Saturday, the women's basReetta Piipari
ketball team took on the Reebok
and sophoLady Stars in their final exhibition
more Aida
game of the preseason. Despite a
Sarajlija.
strong individual performance from
Piipari finsophomore Kate Kreager and openished
the
ing the game on an 11-0·run, the
. game with 11
Musketeers fell to the Lady Stars,
points and six
88-85.
as&ists, while
Kreager finished the game with
Sarajlija
33 points and 13 rebounds, both ·
tossed in 10
career highs. After a decent first
points and
haif, Kreager took the game over in
grabbed five ·
the second half by scoring 24
rebounds.
points and grabbing eight rebounds
Waugh added
after the break. Kreager's numbers
nine •'points
Will not count in her SeaSOn averand led the
ages because the game was an exMuskies with
hibition.
eight assists.
After leading the game for most
The Lady
of the first half after jumping out to .
Stars were led
the 11-0 lead, the Muskies let the
by
former
Lady Stars back into the game and
Purdue
found themselves tied at 27 midstandout Katie
way through the first half. From
Dougl~s' 28
that point, the lead switched hands
points and six
numerous times and was tied four
rebounds.
times before the Stars ended the first
Threatt-Elliot
half with a 47-45 advantage.
chipped
in
The second half opened with
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
with 21 points.
Reebok continuing to play well Sophomore Kate Kreager led the Muskies with
Ashley
while Xavier started to struggle. 33 points and ·13 rebounds in XU's 88-85 loss
Berrgren re- percentfrom the field, and held the
The Lady Stars opened up a game- to the Reebok Lady Stars
corded
a Lady Stars to just 40. 7 percent from
high lead of 15 points and led
double- the field. Despite Kreager being
Xavier 78-64 with just eight minutes remaining. But with. Kreager's the game for the Lady Stars with double with 15 pofots and 11 re- the game's leading rebounder,
big half, the Musketeers battled two free throws. Junior Amy bounds.
Xavier was outrebounded 40-39 in
back down the stretch to cut the Waugh's attempt to tie the game at
Xavier undoubtedly improved the contest. The Musketeers made
lead to one point with five seconds the buzzer from halfcourt was off on its performance in its first exhi- 20 out of 23 free throws for the
left. Robin Threatt-Elliot then iced the mark.
bition game. They shot 52.7 game.
BY BRm BALLINGER
Sports Writer

Xavier travels to Indiana State
on Friday to open up their regular
season. Their first home game is
on Nov. 19 when Akron visits the
Cintas Center for a 7 p.m. tip-off.

Soccer season- ends in defeat
Muskies fall to Dayton in first round of conjerenee tournament
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

. After completing a torrid run at
the end of the season in which they
went seven games without losing
just to advance to the Atlantic I 0
Championships, it was safe to say
. that the women's soccer team was a
on a roll.
Xavier took this late-season
momentum with them last Friday
night to Rhode Island in hopes of
winning their second consecutive
A-IO Championship and a return
trip to the NCAA Tournament.
Unfortunately, they failed in
their attempt to repeat as A-10
champs after falling to No. I-seeded
Dayton 5-1 in their first-round
game.
The loss ended Xavier's season
with a 9-8-1 rec.ord.
DAYTON 5, XAVIER 1

With their A- IO Title and a trip
to the NCAA Tournament. on the
line, Xavier took on Dayton last
Friday night. It was the fourth consecutive year that the two Ohio
teams have met in the A-10 Championships. The only difference was

that this was _the first year they
played against each other in the first
round. The previous three season's
they have met in the championship
game.
Dayton came into the match
seeded first in the tournament with
arecordofl5-5, 11-0. Oneoftheir
11 conference wins was a 3-0 victory over the Musketeers earlier in
the season.
The Flyers took control of the
game early when senior Megan
McKnight scored a goal in the 23rd
minute of the contest. The Flyers
struck again 11 minutes later as
freshman Tesia Kozlowski finished
off a crossing pass to give UD a 2-0
lead at the half.
Xavier scored its lone goal of
the game as senior Margaret Broe
scored on a Penalty Kick at the
51:09 mark.
That would the closest the Musketeers would get on this night.
Dayton _turned it up a notch and
showed why they had won 15
games this season as they added
three more goals to finish off the
Musketeers season with 5-1 victory.
The loss put an official end tp

the collegiate careers of seniors Liz
Singer, Lauren Garber, Megan
Hosty and Margaret Broe. All four
have played a significant role in
the recent success of the women's
soccer program and will be missed.
UD went on to beat Richmond
in the finals 2-1 to earn the automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament.
ALL A-10

Three Musketeers earned spots
on the A- IO all-conference teams
this season.
Singer was selected to the A-10
First Team. She was on the A- IO
Second Team last season.
Sophomore Nicole Giesting was
selected to the A- IO Second Team.
She earned a spot on last season's·
A- I0 All-Rookie Team.
Freshm_an Lauren Giesting followed in her sister's footsteps and
was selected to the A- IO All-Rookie
Team this season. The younger
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
Giesting also earned a spot on this
year's 200 I Verizon A- IO Champi- Senior Margaret Broe scored the Muskies' lone goal in their 5- 1
onship Team. She joined Broe with loss to Dayton in the first round of the Atlantic 1O Tournament.
that honer.
With the loss, XU's final record fell to 9-8-1.
·
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Xavier University's Eighth Annual Homecoming Parade

•!• Saturday,.November 17th at 11 a.. m.
•!•Parade v~ewing along Herald Avenue.Ledgewood Avenue, Dana Avenue,
.and. Victory Parkway

100 entires including_ bands, floats,
·banners, and special entries II

Support your clubs
and organizations//

. f!;ttloutw/Jo J'crow11etl
Homecomil(! ling 0110Queet1 I!

'

Sponsored by the National .Alumni Association and the Student Alumni Association
For more information go to www.xavier.edu/homecoming

X A V I E R

Tuesc:\ay, November 27th, 11:00am O'Connor Sports Centet

~:OOpm

-------.-----·· ---·-·-· :____·-.

WELLNESS-----·----~----',.---,-----.lllfjJ~-----------

VVellness Tables ....... • Nutrition Council • Aromatherctpy • Cctmpus Ministry
XU Stuc\ent Occupational Therapy Association (Erogonomics)* • Mcii-y Kciy Representcttives
Scuba Diving lnformcition & Discounts• Blooc\ Pressure Reac\ings • Learning Assistance
Sctfety anc\ Security• Tobacco Risk Rec\uction Program• Student Support Services
. •Employee Benefits ........... Anc\ much, much more
Schedule of FREE Events (Wellness T-Shirts For events pqrticipants)
11 :00- 12:00 Jazzetcise with Kelly Leon
12:00-12:30 Weight Lifting Demonstrations with Tt-Clcy Pi-ossei12:00-1:00
Fitness Challenge with Annie KovClleski & Annie Moocly
12:30-1:00
·Weight Lifting Demonstrations with Tt-Clcy Ptosset
1:15 -1:45
La~in Dancing with Robin Ai-thut, no pcii-tnet neec!ecl; insttudot c\cincecl on Bto<ic\w<ly!
1:30-2:30
W~tet Aetobics with Annie Kov<1leski
Thete will be FREE too!\
No membetship tequitec/- O'Connot Sports Centet will be open to evetyone on Novembet 27th
'XVSOTA will te(lch ptoper bocly/qtm/wtist positioning in telation to yout qesk & computet
- qet a Wellness Team/XVSOTA mouse pacl at their table!
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BRIEFS
,..Brian Faust. Ecfrtor
,...Diversions Desk: 745-2878

,...xuclivers@holmail.oom.,,,.,..,.,.....,.

Xavier Players
The Xavier Players will be perfonning 'The Perfect Game" Thursday, Nov. 15-18 at 8 p.m. in the Armory.
The premiere musical by Xavier
alum, John Grissmer '65, deals with
the development of basketball.
Tickets arc $10 g~neral admission and $5 for students.
A special homecoming performance along with a Fall Family
Feast will take place Nov. 16 at 6
p.m. in the Schmidt Fieldhouse. You
can meet the author and composer
before the show. Acash bar will be
available.
. Tickets for dinner and performance will be $25. For more information, call 745-.3205 or 745-3578.

Piano and ·guitar
The Xavier University Piano and
Guitar Series introduces Ian Hobson
to perform for the Xavier Classical
Piano Series on Sunday, Nov. 18 at
2:30 p.m.
The performance will be hosted
in the Bethesda Foundation Auditorium of the Medical Education
and Research Center.
Hobson will perform selected
pieces by Mozart, Rachmaninoff
and Chopin.
Tickets are $17 and $19. Xavier
students get in free with a valid ID.
For more information, contact
Rev. John P. Heim, S.J., at745-3161.

M

BY KELLIE OGANOWSKI
·Contributing Writer

I had not heard of "Amelie" before I atTived at the movie theater,
but I left knowing that I would
never forget this charming French
film.
'
The audience first meets Amelie
Poulain as a young girl who has a
vivid imagination, a dreamer's heart
and a deep-rooted need to be loved.
As she grows older, she holds tight
to her fantasy world and leads
simple and isolated life waiting
tables at the Two Windmills Cafe
in Paris.
One day, Amelie discovers a
small tin box in the wall of her bathroom filled with a young boy's playthings. She decides to return the
box to its original owner, thus
returning the
childhood
memories held
in the box to
their rightful
purveyor.
Watching
from a distance,
Amelie gains .
fulfillment in
seeing her :actions change a life for the better,
and in turn, the experience acts as a
catalyst for Amelie's interactions
with her neighbors. She begins on
a quest to straighten out the lives
of those around her: for the better if
they have earned it, and for the
worse if they deserve it.
She always hides beneath a veil
of anonymity - a method that
works until she meets an intrigu-

a

ing young man named Nino
.Quicampolx (Mathieu Kassovitz).
Now -she must decide whether or
not she has the courage to help herself as much as she has helped those
. around her.
Tautou is brilliant as the waiflike heroine whose subtle humor
and whimsical ways of doing good
are both entertaining and inspiring.
She is perfectly cast as the enchanting title charaCter. Also turning in
noteworthy performances are Serge
Merlin as a secluded painter and
Loretta Cravotta as a loving but
abused grocer's assistant.
Also worth mentioning is the
globe-traveling garden gnome
whose worldly Polaroid snapshots
periodically and hilariously appear
in Amelie's
father's mail-.
box.
JeanPieire Jeunet
a
n
d
'Guillaume
Laurant have
written a witty
and delightful
script that had
no problem
keeping the
· whole audience laughing throughout, even
though the film ran a bit too long.
As a director, Jeunet takes advantage of the technical wonders
of the film industry and creatively
uses camera angles to !convey the
view and emotions of Amelie, reinforcing the talent in front of the
camera from behind the lens.
Already releas1:<d in Europe, this
fantastic ~odern day fairy tale has

N

Judas Priest
Demoltion

Faculty Art Show
New lead singer proves
that some metal will never
die

Y 0

Many, many b.ands have tried
before and failed. Whenever an
original member of a band departs,
they cannot be replaced, simple as
that. Sure, someone new can be
brought in to fill the duties, but
things will never be the same. The
hardest band member to replace is
the lead singer because things
change so i:nuch. Band aftei. band
has done this with disastrous results
(see Motley Crtie, Quiet Riot, Jour. ney). Perhaps the only band to have
a new lead singer and still be successful was Van Halen (although
Van Hagar and the David Lee Roth
eras of Van Halen are nothing to
compare).
Judas Priest has also changed
lead singers. When Rob Halford left
Priest in the mid-90s to do a solo
career, people questioned what the
metal legends would do. They re-

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before Nov. 13 ...

Homecoming music
SAC is taking requests for homecoming music for the 200 l homecoming dance.
. Email your submissions to
xusac@xavier.xu.edu, or call 7453534 for more infonnation.

.R

E
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A MUST-SEE PRODUCTION THAT FEATURES DRAMA AND HUMOR, BUT NOT FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

(Capitol)

The Xavier University department of art presents its annual Faculty Art Show in the Cohen Art Gallery, with selected works from faculty of all disciplines. The opening reception is on Friday, Nov. 16
from 6 - 8 p.in.
For more information, call M.
Katherine Uetz at 745-381 t.

V

'Amelie,' sleeper hit of the season

Ballroom Dance
Xavier University has been selected by the Youth College Network to be a host for a Ballroom
Dance Club.
The club will offer dance lessons, social dances and opportunities to participate in DanceSport
competitions. Special emphasis
will be on helping beginners get
started.
If you are interested in helping
organize a ballroom dance club,
email YCNCollegeClubs@aol.com
and give your name~ mailing address and phone number.

0
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Creed, Weathered (Wind-Up) ... Dungeon Family, Even in Darkness
(Arista) ... N.E.R.D., In Search of .. (Virgin) ... Kelly Price, One Family-A
Christinas Album (Def Jam) ... Jon Secada, Xmas (Epic) ... Sting, All This
Time (lnterscope) ... The Temptations, Awesome (Motown) ... Timbaland
and Magoo, Indecent Proposal (Virgin) ... Kirk Whalum, Hymns in the
·
Garden (Warner Brothers)
... all dates are tentative.

received praise from almost all who
have Seen it and is this year's Foreign Language Oscar submission
from France. Don't be surprised if
"Amelie" leaves the red carpet with
a statuette or two.
Although this isn't a movie to
take .the whole family to see
("Amelie" earns its R-rating
through several porn shop settings,
sex scenes and brief nudity), it is a
film that is inspirational and uplifting in a time when Americans
could use such diversions. Every-

one could use a little magic in their
lives, and "Amelie" gives her' audience just that. The studio tagged
this movie with the catch line:
"Amelie ... she'll change your
life." Cheesy? Maybe. But there is
no doubting this is a powerful
movie composed of humor, drama
and thoughtfulness that could
quite possibly change the lives of
its viewers for the better, even if it
is just for the two hours in the theater. This one is a must-see.

E A R

U R

placed Halford with Tim "Ripper" this album definitely won me over
Owens, an Ohio nat!ve who fronted with the harmonic guitars; plodding
a Priest tribute band. That being drums and rumbling bass that is
said, while Ripper is no Halford, Judas Priest. This is definitely a
Priest is amazing with him handling ·.·metal record, from· the crazy s0los
the vocal duties. This album totally all the way to Ripper's piercing falfloored me and left me with the setto (OK, he's no Rob Halford, but
notion that metal is here to stay and . this guy has a falsetto). No weak
one of the pioneering bands is still track or filler is present on this almaking actual METAL music to bum as each song just totally rips
please the masses.
(no pun intended) one after another.
Sure, Ripper doesn't deserve all
Maybe they won't be as comthe credit. He has the dueling gui- mercially successful as they were
tar team of. Glen Tipton and K.K. in the old days, but if songs like
Downing helping him out. Any fan "Bloodsuckers" and "Metal Mesof metal has gotta appreciate their siah" don't get your head banging
brilliant guitar work. Slayer, or force you to play air guitar, then
Metallica and Pantera are outspo- there's something wrong. Metal is
ken Priest fans and would no doubt here to stay. Two sets of devil horns
not exist without them.
and three stars.
I'll admit, before listening to this
-Asa Kraning,
album I expected a very mainContributing Writer
stream, non-Priest alpum. However,
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Thursday, Nov. 15

Saturday, Nov. 17

D12
w/ Kottomouth Kings
@Bogart's

Sisters for Hip-Hop & Soul
w/ Mysic and India Arie
@Bogart's

Friday, Nov. 16

Saturday, Nov. 17

Lonestar
@ Cincinnati Gardens

Still Drowning
@ The Warehouse
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Film-noir a la Billy Bob

•

J

THE CREATORS OF ·"THE BIG LEBOWSKI" AND 110H BROTHER, WHERE ART THOU?" DELIVER THEIR UNIQUE HUMOR ONCE AGAIN
•

'

'

BY TONY McCOSHAM
Contributing Writer
One talent evident in many of
Joel and Ethan Coen'sfilms is their
ability ~o create worlds. No matter
how similar to our world they seem,
they are completely different, filled
not only with unique environments, but also·interesting characters to inhabit these environments.
In their new movie "The Man
Who Wasn't There," the Coen
Brothers sweep over the void that
is celluloid and create. the late
1940s world of barber Ed Crane.
Crane (Billy Bob ·
Thorton} works
under
his
brother-in-law
Frank
Raffo
(played with
wordy zeal by the ··
"Practice's"
Michael
Bodalucco).
Frances
M.cDormand
plays Crane's wife Doris, whoni
Crane suspects is having an affair
with her robust boss, Big Dave
Brewster (James Gondolfini).
When Creighton Tulliver (Jon
Polito), a down on his luck entre-

N

y

0

u

••

•

. preneur, rolls into town touting the
wonders ofthe newly invented "Dry
Cleaning"· (a plot· pofot harkening
back to the hoola~hoop premise of
"Hudsucker Proxy"), Ed wants a
· piece of the action. Ed's plan:
anonymously blackmafl Big Dave
into giving him the money by
· threatening to expose the affair Big
Dave is having with Ed's own wife.
Meeting with early success, Ed gets
the money and passes it along to
Tulliver in order to start up the Dry
Cleaners. Eventually, however, Big
Dave finds Ed out. Later, when confronted ·at Big
Dave's office,
Ed ends up
.stabbing apdkilling him.
To Ed's chagrin, Doris is
arrested for
the crime
and
her
brother Frank
mortgages
the barbershop in order to pay for
fast-talking, super lawyer Freddy
. Riedenschneidei: (Tony Shaloub):
As his wife rots in jail, Ed forms a
Lolita-esque obsession with Birdy
. Abundas (Scarlett Johansson),

R

E 'A

R

•

young daughter of the kind-hearted
drunk lawyer Walter Abundas (Richard Jenkins).
"The Man Who Wasn't There"
is a homage to crime and film-noir
classics such as the "Maltese Falcon" and "Double Indemnity." Like
these older films, the black and
white "The Man Who Wasn't
There" is filled with plenty of
crime, shadows and cigarette
smoke. The Coen Brothers and cinematogqtpher Roger Deacons use
these latter two elements almost as
characters in the film, sometimes
draping a character in cigarette
smoke or hiding another's face in
shadow.
Despite the similarities to the
above"mentioned films, this is not
your grandfather's film-noir. This
is more quirky, with the Coen
Brothers throwing in their own
brand of humor to lighten things
up. Their mastery of dialogue is
used wonderfully with the narrative
meanderings of Crane, as well as
with the verbose characters of barber
Raffo
and
lawyer
Riedenschneider.. The steady
stream of humor gives the film a
serious yet light-hearted tone, similar to the Coen Brother's earlier

1

films "Barton Fink"
and "Fargo.'.'
The performances
in '.'The Man Who
Wasn't There" are
top-notch. Thornton
carries the movi~,
playing Ed Crane
with a cool detach•
ment and delivering
his comedic lines
with deadpan bril-.
Iiance. He hasn't been
this good since
"Sling Blade." A stellar supporting cast
backs Thorton.
Two more notables are Badalucco
and
Shaloub.
Badalucco shines as Billy Bob lhorton in the Coen Brothers latest
Crane's pathetic effort,"TheManWhoWasn'tlhere~'
brother-fn-law. Every
time his chatterbox character talks, movie filled with many great perone can't help but laugh at him, formance~. In addition to the pernot with him. Shaloub exudes arro- formances, the movie is brilliantly
gance as Riederi.schneider. During shot and written, allowing the
many of Riedenschneider's lines, viewer to be absorbed into the
one cannot help but see right world of the.film.
through his facetiousness.
Thou'gh the "The Man Who
Wasn't There" moves a little slowly
in parts, it is overall a very good
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complex. The lyrics are nothing special but the band is not
really trying to make a point this is pop-rock right?! In any
November 12, 2001
case, the vocals are strong
· · enough to make the words
pleasing to the ear.
ACROSS
The album starts with four or
1. Greek bridal of marriage
five of its strongest songs at the
6. Chilean shrub
beginning --'- its most creative
11. Hold up
and moving song, "Velvet
14. "Carmen," e.g.
15. What Etna can do
Elvis," is third. Booker's drum16. Lacross (abbrev.)
Stir.
ming stands out a lot in these ·
17. Greek cheeses
first few songs and the rhyme
Holy Dogs
18. Wreaths
schemes flow nicely as well.
(Capitol)
. 19. Accept
20. Superseded by Euro
The rest of the album is pretty
21. Black and _ _
much the same and can be very
22. Famous olden tower
repetitive at times. The music
23. Door
is easy to fall asleep to, ho~
25. Skilift
More pop-rock for the
27. Portuguese coin
ever, which is a test of its memasses
· 31. French suburb
lodie sound.
35. Archaic conversation
Another excellent example of
In spite of this, Stir has put
36. Italian corn
commercial pop-rock is Stir's album together a decent album, which,
37. Understanding
38. What a preacher calls
Holy Dogs, released by Capitol with the backing of Capitol·
.39. Ketchup . .
.
. . .. . . ...
Records. The lead vocals of An- Records, will probably have one
. 40. Ea.rly 20111 century artistic group
drew Schmidt and the talent of · or two of its songs played on·
41. Lodestone
drummer Brad Booker propel Stir's the radio to the point where ev42. Ovens
43. Watering holes
music. Combined with the steady eryone will hate the band.
44. Design in itsy-bitsy bikini
. bass and backing vocals of Kevin
If you are info the pop:rock
46. Tangled (variation)
Gagnepain, the band has created an sound and don't have any
47. Ogled
album of radio~friendly songs means of downloading this al48. Family formicidae
49. Brief stint by famous actor
aimed at the pop-rock crowd.
bum online, this could possibly
52. _and reel
Overall, Stir is an average band, be a good purchase for you. The
54. Parisian love
musically and lyrically. The lead band pushes the creative enve59. Unknown
guitar is too weak to be anything lope of commercial music about
60. Cab
61. Coarse
more than an extra rhythm guitar, as much as it is allowed to with62. Photo meter·
but the band maintains a tight out bothering anyone. The
63. Old abbrev. for photocopier
sound similar to bands such as musicianship of the band is av64. Yucca fiber
Matchbox 20, Collective Soul, erage at best, but does that re65. Dog command
66. Male names meaning harmony
Semisonic, The Goo-Goo Dolls and ally matter anymore? It would
67. Or else
even Oasis.
be highly recommended to wait
Their songs are not very elabo- for the band's greatest hits alDOWN
rate in comparison to other styles bum to come out in about a year
of music, but they are definitely or so and then download it for
1. Booker Prize leader Martyn
2. Mimic
meeting the standards of their genre. free online.
3. Ancient Roman post
They have a nice balance of acous- David Schmitz,
4. Persia
tic guitars and keyboards, which
Contributing Writer
5. Waterfall
helps make the relatively simple
6. Disappears
7.Scope
melodies sound fuller and more
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10

20

35
38

41
44

59
62

65

8. lilting targets
9, Rival of post office
1o. Clara Bow,·the_ girl
11. Talk too much
12. Collects leaves
13. Figure-skating jump
19. Polynesian plant
22. Big-screen pig
24. Scale note
26. Kind of haircut
27. Hinder
28. Combining word meaning
respiration
29. Cult ad figure Joe _ _
30. Hawaiian musical Instrument
31. Pass out
32. Russian edict
33. Counsels (Br.)
34. Grind
36. Exaggerated play form
39. Skin
40. Sire's mate
42. This ends prize fight
43. Smallest of Great Lakes
45. Sharp
46. Fashionable, in slang
48. Bye, bye amigo
49. Long-running musical

50. Not pro
51.Shed
53. Bovine animals (pl.)
55. Rolling stone gathers none
56. Three per Inning
57. Kind of fruit
58. Mother of Zeus
60. Up to
63. Cellist Yo Yo
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Preparing for the CPA exam?
Need to meet the 150-hour .
educational requirements for
Ohio, Kentuck)r, or Indiana?
Investigate the ONLY

·MASTER
program in the greater Cincinnati area
• 30 semester hour program
• Experienced, knowledgeable, concerned
faculty
-,,
·•Full-time program
• Can complete in one calendar year
• Lowest tuition in the greater Cincinnati area
• Tuition reciprocity for selected students
• Graduate assistantships
• Scholarships available

@•\

NORTHERN
KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY

-

Reaching Your Financial
Goals:· Saving and
Investment Strategies.
Tuition. A home.
Retirement. Learn how
to invest and reach your
financial goals.
pate: Friday, 11 .9.01
lime: 10:00:- 11:30 pm
Place: Schiff Family
Conference Center, Room 1

Retirement Distribution
Flexibilities and
Strategies for Managing
Your Income. You're 50.
You're planning to retire.
We'll show you how much
income ~. e_nough and the
best ways to receive it.
Date: Friday, 11.9.01 ·
lime: 2:00 - 3:30 pm
. Place: Schiff Family
Conference Center, Room 1

One-on-One Counseling.
Get personal financial
guidance to help you
reach your financial goals.
Dates: Thursday, 11.8.Ql
Thursday, 12.6.01
Place: 104 Edgecliff Hall

RSVP: Call Toni
Richardson at
513.745.3639.

TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teache~s Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. For more complete Information on our securities
products, call I 800 842-2776, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest. Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New York, NY and
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue Insurance and annuities. TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. Investment products are not FDIC Insured,
may lose value ind are not bank guaranteed.© 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association - College Retirement Equities Fund {TIAA-CREF), New York, NY. 08/20.
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OF ACCOUNTANCY

For more informaticn, please
con. tact the Department of
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www.nku.edu/-accountancy
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1on.g ste~vc T-'shirts $1 U.00
tickets $12.QO.
pre~sale tickets only
\iiled. 14

Tickets on.sale: Thurs.15
Fri 1~.
..from 11 am . .Sp1n in ·N·ieporte Lounge &
-from 5pn1. .7pm in front of Cafe
..first 575 people to buy tickets receive a free
cup

C.ASH. BAR AND FRf;E APPETIZERS

Iangular Wireless Stores I

Also available at these SEARS locations:
CINCNNATI Eastgate Mall, (513) 943-1203*
Northgate Mall, (513) 741-1924*
FLORENCE. KY Florence Mall, (859) 647-7114*
SPRINGDALE Tri County, (513) 671-6790~
Also available at these Wal·MMtlocations:
FIELDS ERTEL(513) 677-8825
FLORENCE. KY (859) 28Z'8260
TYLERSVILLE (513) 755-7999
TRI COUNTY (513)671-1780

BUSINESS ACCOUNTS TEAM
(BOO) .SBB-3800
CNCNNATI (513) 347-2050*
DOWNTOWN (513) 651-9987*
EAST CINCINNATI (513) 528-6700*
FLORENCE, KY (859) 371-3444*
FOREST PARK (513) 589-3240*
TRI COUNTY (513) 346-7720*

COMING SOON!

NOWOPEN'

WEST CHESTER (513) 942-4403* .

FOREST PARK (513) 589-3240*
WOODLAWN (513) 782-2920*

IAuthorized Agents I
ALEXANDRIA, KY
Midwest Cellular Group, (859) 635-6655*
BLUE ASH Alpha Communications, (513) 792-9055
CINCNNATI Car Foneof Cincinnati, (513) 421-3663
COLERAIN Alpha Communications, (513) 923-9380
DELHI Alpha Communications, (513) 922-7166
DILUONVALE
Alpha Communications, (513) 791-3077
DRY RIDGE, KY Com-Tech, (859) 824-9191
EAST CINCINNATI
CompetitiveCommunications(Newtown)

(513)271-1800
Executive Cellular, (513) 753-2200
FAIRFIELD Fairfield Cellular& Paging, (513) 860-2355
FIELDS ERTEL RD. Access Wireless, (513) 677-8980

IAuthorized Retailers I
•opanSunday

With Activation

Wireless Internet
Ready
Downloadable &
·programmable
ringtones

NOKIA
~Pem.B

• 336,0

Changeable
color covers

Rateplansstartingat$19.99- just·
one of many chok<lS to fit your lifo.

For jobs that rock, visit us at
www.cingular.com • :

~)"'\''.

cingular··
WlllELEH

What do you have to sayT
1-866-CINGUIAR

·'~i,;~~:i, :., ·. ··~· (.;/ :j:f~,D~;-~~'.:. : · ·' .~~1~i~·~·; ~;:;.~.:~/,,,.~~.: ·L~T,~f:'" '.·~:· ;\

·'

HAMILTON
All About Wireless, (513) 867-9191, (513) 894-3624
HARRISON Midwest Cellular Group, (513) 202-0550
LEBANON Executive Cellular, (513) 934-2355
LOVELAND Executive Cellular, (513) 677-8800
MT. ORAB Executive Cellular, (937) 444-1122
NEWPORT. KY Airlink Wireless, (859) 291-5465
NORlH COLLEGE HIU
Airlink Wireless, (513) 521-3400
NORWOOD Pagerland, (513) 841-1300
OXFORD All About Wireless, (513) 523-3090
SYMMS 1WP. Alpha Communications, (513) 583-1000
WEST CHESTER
Alpha Communications, (513) 755-1988
WESTERN HILLS
Aftermarket Quality Accessories, (513) 598·2600

.o
For free delivery.

earl 1-Bd6·CINGUlAR.

Service offor avail.able to
new and existing customen.

Phone price and offer

mayv.uybylocation.

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 2-year contract for eligi>le Cingular calling plans
required. Offer cannot be combined with'any special offer.;. Early termination and activation fees apply. Niftit and
weekend hour.; are Monday to Friday 10:01 pm to 5:59 am and all day Saturday and Sunday. Long distance cha'!iles
apply unless you have also chosen the long cjistance option. Nationwide Long Distance applies to calls originating
lrom your Home Calling Area and terminating in the U.S. Airtime charges apply to long distance calls. Wireless
Internet requires a WAP-enabled phone. Wireless Internet access applies to access charge only and per minute usage
charges apply. Wireless Internet Is only available in select Cingular Wireless service areas. Wireless Internet Is not
equivalent to landline Internet. Third Party content provider.; may impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless
Internet brochure for add~ional details. Calls subject to taxes 1 long distance, roaming, univer.;al service fee or other
charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and weekena minutes apply to Clllls made or received wilhn local .
calling area. Airtime in excess of any package minules will be charged at a per minute rale of $.15 to $.50. Dig~al
phone and Cngular Wireless Jong distance are required. Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up to the
next full minute at the end of eadi call for billng purposes. Unused packa!leminutes do not cany foiward to ihe next
billing period and are forfeited. Ringtones are avaflable only on select pttones and in select Cingular
Wireless service areas. The charge for Ringtones Is incurred one time, each time you download a
Ringtone. Messaging service anil user provided Internet access required for Ringtones. Of>tional
features may be cancelled after initial term of lhe service contract. Otner conditions and res1rictions
~
apply. See contract and store for details. @2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting P"9f'le and the 3300
series phones aretrademaiks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates. CingularWireless, 'What do you
have to sa~7' and the graphic Icon are Service Marks of CingularWireless LLC. @2001 CngularWireless ~
LLC. All rights reserved.
.,t::.,
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Indian who lives in Canada. Is he
a N"ative Canadian?

November 14
You must forgive. the following
· poor effort of your trusty calendar
writer. You see, I'm suffering from
a::::ule "/ don ~ give a damn " disorder. It's a cousin of senioritis
but is distinct in that it affects only
those in college nearing the end
of the semester. Common symptoms include not giving a damn,
playing way too much "Mike
Tyson's Punchout" and reverting
to '80's vocabulary (and some
early '90s).
I live in a trance :qowadays, impervious to the ongoings of the
outside world'. I have become
jaded by the plethora of ill-conceived research papers and failing
grades. The cure? Yes a popular.
'80's band, but my biology teacher
says "medical experts recommend
you [visit the International Coffee
Hour]." I may have been reading
between the lines (or drooling be. tween them for that matter) but the
point is coffee has caffeine. Caffeine costs money. I have no
money because Joe Angolia seems
to enjoy witholding my paychecks.
The ICH is sponsored by India
thisw.eekfrom3:30p.m to4:30p.m
More importantly, it's free.
Mike Super, cou8in ofMike Tubtilar, is gracing the halls of the
Cintas Banquet Room 1 today at 9
p.m. in honor of the homecoming
festivities.

Help Wanted
The Pub at Rookwood Mews,
an exciting new concept from the
owners of Nicholson's Tavern &
Pub and deSha 's American Tavern, is now hiring for it's opening
in late Nov./early Dec. The Pub is
an upscale British themed tavern
located in Rookwood Commons.
Applications are currently being
accepted for bartenders, servers,
barbacks/utility, line cooks and
dishwashers. Evening hours only.
Experience is require~. Applications available at 2702 Edmonson
Rd., Nicholson's and deSha's.
Resumes may be faxed to (513)
841-2749.
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups. You can earn
$1,000-$2,000 this semester with
the
extremely
easy
campusfundraiser.com three-hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
campusfundraiser.com
at
1-(888)-923-3238,
or
www.campusfundraiser.com

Childcare help wanted. Looking for a fun part-time job working
with children? No nights or weekends, competative pay, will train. ·
Call Courtney at 772-5888 ext. 203.

By Dan Arbeznik To place an item in the .calendar, call 924-8417 or mail to ML 2129.

I 1: hid.~~ IJ!\'I
November 15
There is hope in my future, or
so I am told. My ascension to
president of the Heidelburg Club
· seems assured. How do I know
this? Well, you may not have
guessed it from the caravan of
carts, but the Gypsies are rolling
their crystal balls onto campus
today. You can find out what
horrible punishments await you
from noon to 3 p.m. today in the
Nieporte Lounge. Or, you can
pay 10 dollars a minute and talk
to Miss Cleo. Callen must be over 1s.
She never lies.
If none of that floats your
boat, go see the fus!on of Milton
Bradley with Parker Brothers.
This demonic combination can
lead to only one thing ... the perfect game. At 8 p.m. this monstrosity goes local as the Xavier
Players present "The Perfect
Game" in the Armory. Tickets
start at $5 a stude11t. Oh, and
don't worry. George Clooney
and my man Marky Mark
Walberg will definitely not be
making an appearance.

On a lighter note, Don't Tell Anna
makes its triumphant return to stage
todayat7:30p.m Noplacehasbeen
set, though, because of the use of
, Kelley Auditorium by the "Attack
on' America" conference happening'
at 7:30p.m. as well.
The hlghlight of today has to be
the arrival ofD-12, the Kottonmouth
Kings and Bionic Jive to Bogart's.
C'mon, I know no one has ever
heard of them, but with names like
that, they have to get some press.

. FRIDAY
November 16
Maybe ·rm not suffering at all·
from this rare disease. Mabye it's
the fact that I am malnourished from
bowl after bowl of cereal and bagel
after bagel of... ahh ,.. bread. Maybe
it's because there were 400 high
school girls in the cafeteria, thwart~
ing my every attempt to garnish
nourishment. Hopefully, the recital
. going on at 7 p.m in Edgecliff hall
today.will bring me strength.
If that doesn't work, my only
other option is THE GREATEST
HOMECOMINGONEARm. The
dance begins at 10 p.m. in the Cintas

Today at midnight, National
·Bible .Week· begins. Participate
Center.. Ya know, with a narrie like
only in things holy. Watch the
that, I don't care what they name it ·
greatgame of football.
·
next year, it's just gonna seem sec-:- .
ond rate,

_.~Li,::1J!\W

Travel
Spring Break 2002 - Travel
with STS to Jamaica, Mexico or
Flordia. Promote trips on campus
to earn cash and free trips. Information/reservations 1-800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com

The women's basketball team :
The climax of it all has come.
begins another arduous season
Today is officially homecoming.
today at 7 p.m. with their opener
It's also World Peace Day, but who . against ·the Akron Zips ·in the
cares about that? The festivities
Cintas Center. ·
begin with a pancake breakfast in
Those loving the refreshing
front of O'Connor Sport Center at
taste ofNatural Light, a.k.a. Natti
9:30 a.m The Classic 5KRace kicks
Ties, will be attending the game
offat 10 a.m. in front of the Cintas ·today. Meetatthegateat6:30p.m
Center. A parade will greet the returning runners at the Cintas Center at 11 a.m. I'll be going as a blue
duck. At 1 p.m. the Old Boys
:November 20
rugby game will be held at the new
intramural fields. Next, you can
Today is the day of my delivertake a tour of the Gallagher Center
ance. My apathy shall be tempofrom 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. The grandrarily cured by a brief reprieve in
daddy of them all kicks oft' at 7 p.m.
Cleveland, Ohio. You should probin the Cintas Center as the men's . ably be heading off campus today,
basketball team opens up the seatoo, especially since they'll throw
son with the always dangerous
you out if you don't go. Let me
Coastal Carolina (insert mascot
summarize. Thanksgiving starts,
here if anyone knows it)s.
we all go home and ... oh yeah, it's
With it being Native American
National Children's Day. I'm out,
Month and all, I can't help but
like Jazzy Jeff being tossed by
· wonder what one would call an
Uncle Phil.

1UESDAY

Spring Brea,k- Nassau/ Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica
from $459. Air, hotel, transfers,
parties and more!! Organize
small group - earn FREE trips
plus commissions! Call 1-800GET..suN-1. .
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun,
the Bahamas, Jamaica or
Mazatlan FOR FREE ! To find out
how, you can give us a call at
1-888-777-4642 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com
to find out more.
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in FREE travel, drinks, food
and parties with the best DJs and
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatlan and the

Bahamas. Go to StudentCity.com,
call 800-293-1443 or email
sales@studentcity.com for inore information.
·

heat, walk to campus, cable hookup, parking, AC. Accepting applications. $355 and up. Manager: Art ·
961-3786. Office: 474-5093.

#1 Spring break vacations! Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica, ·
Bahamas & Flordia. Sell trips, earn
cash & go free. Now hiring campus
representatives 1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com.

For Rent: 2, 3, 4 & 6 BR. Stunning luxury apartments, newly
renovated and. close to campus.
Set in majestic· turn of the century mansion, these apartments
feature: finished wood floors, ceramic tile, 'ceiling fan, laundry,
AC, off-street parking, security
lighting, garbage disposals, dishwashers and new appliances. If
you are looking to economize, the
bedrooms are large enough to
share. These apartments are a
must see and won't last long. For
a showing call, Ian at 253-7368
or Tim at 325-8610.

*** Act Now! Guarantee the
best spring break prices! South Pa·dre, Cancun, Jamaica,. Acapulco,
Florida & Mardi Gras. Reps
needed ... travel free, earn $$$.
Group discounts for 6+. Call 1800-838- 8203 or log on at
www.leisure tours.com.

For Rent
Huge 5-6 BR apt. W/D, dish-·
washer, central air, ceiling fan, offstreet parking, screened porch·,
$310/room includes water and
cable. April signing bonus!! 970 ·
Dana Ave. Call 931-3731.
4 BR, in 3 family on Ivanhoe, completely rehabbed, walk to campus,
2 baths, AC, $1,200/month. For
info call 608-0887. ·
Off-campus housing. Oxford
Apartments, I 005 Dana Ave. Free

November 19

November .17 ·· .

To place a classified ad call Emily at 745-3561
Childcare provider needed.
Working mornings, 2-5 days a
week for two small children. If
interested call 281-3863.

November 18

FORRENT3 BR/2 BATH. Spacious· 3 BR house, walking distance to .campus and Kroger's.
This property features off-street
parking, detached garage, ceramic
and hardwood floors, large living
room and dining room, and beautiful yard. For an appointment' contact Tim at 325-861 o. Only
$1, 150/month.
. Houses for rent for next spring.
Equipped and renovated within
walking distance to Xavier. All
with off-street parking. 991 Dana
Ave.: 8 bdrm/3 bath; 885 Clinton

Springs: 7 bdrm/ 3 1/2 bath; 1612
Dana Ave. 4 bdrm; and 1600
Brewster: 4 bdrm. Contact JoEllen
Spitzat321-0043.
Norwood four bedroom on the
second floor of two-family house.
3804 Elsmere Ave. Stove and
refridgerator included. Free laundry. Deck and AC $1,200/month
plus utilities. Available June 2002.
Call731-2131.
Apartments: one to six bedroom 945 & 1015 Dana Ave. Walking distance to school. Nicely furnished, laundry facilities, offstreet parking, AC. well- lit, maintained and secure buildings. Starting at $270/student. Phone Darryl
Norris at 703-3242.
Mt. Lookout: 5 Bdrm, deck,
yard, eat in kitchen, laundry facilities, 4835 Eastern Ave. $1,210/
month. Forinfocall 321-4764.
Need a place to live spring semester? Open bdrm in house on
Ivanhoe. $300/month plus utilities.
Females only please. 631-1125.

Miscellaneous
Need cash? Everybody's
Records in Pleasant Ridge pays
ca.sh for CDs aQd LPs. ·come
browse our wide selection of rock,
R&B, rap, jazz, blues and more.
6106 Montgomery Rd.

.
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MU;skies ready ·for new beg1nn1ng
XU l06ks to improve upon last seaSon 's 'tournament showing
BY JOE ANCiOLIA

round of the NCAA Tourney since
He finished the year with 20
knocking off Vanderbilt in 1997~
double-doubles (second iri the na. If anyone can take them over tion);.Jed the A-10 with 2.1 blocks
On the cusp of national promi- that hurdle it might be their new per gaine (his 61 total blocks
nence, the 2001-2002 men's bas- coach. Matta led Butler to a surprise broke the school record set by New
ketball team is loaded with both tal- upset over Wake Forest, 79-63, in Jersey Net Aaron Williams) and
ent andinexperience. With just . last year's tournament. (the Bull- ranked fourtb in the nation in rpg.
nine scholari;hip players on this dogs' first.tourney winsince 1962),
West became the Xmen's firstseason's squad, first~year head while the Xmen bowed out to Notre ever A-10 Player-of-the-Year and
coach Thad )vfatta ·will .need the Dame in the first round.
only the second sophomore to earn
Musketeers tb .overcome their rawThe Xmen will have to over- the award in theA-lO's 25-year
n~s~ for Xavierfo add to its streak come a thin roster and a tough_ scheci- history.
of five-straight 20-win.seasons.
u le to take the team to the. next
His most impressive perfor:. Xavier returns three starters from level. With West bypassing a pos- mance of the year came on Feb. 3;
l~t year's 21-8 NCAA Tournament sible jump to the NBA and return- when West posted a 26-point, 21-:
team: Junior All-American candi- ing for his junior year, the founda~ rebound performance against
date David West, senior Kevin Frey tion is in place for the Musketeers George Washington. Xavier's first
and sophomore Romain Sato. This to take it a step further this year;
20~20 game since Tyrone Hill and
trio comprised the top 'three scorers
· Derek Strong accomplished the
and rebounde~s from last year's
RETURNING STARTERS
feat in 1990. It marked just the fifth
squad.
Xavier returns three starters from . time an A-10 player had achieved
. Factor in junior point guard last year's squad following the the feat.
Lionel Chalmers, who played in all graduation of point guard Maurice
But just how good is West? If
29 games in his first season follow- McAfee and the defection of Lloyd you compare him to some of the
ing a redshirt year, and the Muske- Price. While the roster:as a whole former Xavier greats, he's the next
teers have a solid core ofleaders. to may be thin, these three provide coming in a long line of talented
le.an on.
more than enough talent· to com- Musketeers. West is the first player
. This is where the inexperience pensate, so long as they don't get since the Miami Heat's Brian Grant
comes in. A battled-tested senior, a into foul trouble.
( 1992-93 and 1993-94) to lead the.
green junior and three freshmen
Highlighted by West, the reign- team in scoring and rebounding in .
round out the remaining scholar- ing A-10 Player-of-the-Year, who is the same season, the first sophoship players, leaving many ques- not only the best big man in the more to lead the team in scoring
. tions to be answered if the Muske- conference but one of the best in since Lenny Brown ( 1996-97) and
teers hope to return to the NCAA the nation, Xavier's frontcourt is the first sophomore to lead XU in
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
Tournament.
extremely formidable.
rebounding since the Denver
Senior
Kevin
Frey,
the
only
remaining
player
of the 1998 recruiting
"The biggest thing we run into
"He has such nice touch shoot- Nugget's James Posey did it in the
class,
will
be
counted
on
to
play
major
minutes
for xu·this
is that we only. have nine scholar- ing and he understands rebounding 1996797 season.
season.
ship players; arid three of them are better than any player r have ever
West is by no means going into
freshmen," said Matta. "We're very coached," said Matta. ·
tor into a key role in this year's
the season alone though, as both
D.Y. AND THE L-TRAIN
thin, but that is kind of the hand
West was named a 2001 Associ- Frey and Sato return with double
One of the few players with his squad.
that we've been dealt."
ated Press' All-American Honorable figure scoring averages.
"The one thing you can't teach
own legion of fans at each game, the
The Musketeers have made five- Mention, after averaging a doubleis. experience. You can't give a
~'It's going to be hard for our
L~Train conductors, Chalmers is an
straight postseason appearances double for the entire year (17 .8 opponents to come off of guys on extremely quick point· guard who freshman 80 games of experience,"
· (three NCAA and two NIT), but points per game and 10.9 rebounds otir teani to double him [West]," can penetrate and score with the best said Matta. "You hope he has that.
haven't made it to the second- per' game).
of them.
·
said Matta.
It is important to bring that to the
Frey -=- the lone scholarship
Assuming the point guard duties table."
player remaining from a promising after a year und~r McAfee, Chalmers
The freshmen trio of Keith Jackincoming class that once featured gives the Musketeers an ell-plosive son, Jaison Williams and Anthony
Priee, Aaron Turner and Brandon dimension that rivals that of St. Joe's Coleman round out XU's nine
Mcintosh, teams with West to give Jameer Nelson.
scholarship players.
Coleman, a 6-10 forward,
XU one of the toughest frontcourts
In his first year, Chalmers averin theA-10.
aged 8.9 ppg and was second on the redshirted last season but was still
The 6-8 forward was second on team with 1.3 steals per game. He able to practice with the team. He
the team last season in both scor- · posted a career-high 19 points will be called upon to spell Frey
ing (11.4 ppg) and rebounding against San Francisco, but his big- and West should they get tired, or
(6.3 rpg).
gest moment of the year came when offer relief from foul trouble. AverOne of the toughest post defend- he hit the game-winning three- satile big man, Coleman has
ers in the league, Frey can also pointer at the buzzer to beat Toledo. shown a knack for shot-blocking
light it up when given the chance,
Junior David Young, who in the preseason.
Jackson, a 6-5 guard/forward,
scoring in double figures in 16 redshirted in his first season like
games including 29 points against Chalmers, played sparingly last sea- · possesses tremendous ability and
St. Joe's.
son. His solid scoring ability was scoring prowess. The Purcell
Both Frey and West should en- showcased in the win over St. .Marian grad has shown a willingter the 1,000 point club this sea- Bonaventure, when Young scored ness to attack the basket in the
son. Frey·is 171 points shy of the eight points at the end of the half to team's two preseason games. He
should battle Young for more and ·
mark, while West needs just 98.
spark a 10-1 XU run.
An A-10 All-Rookie Team se"Dave is a gifted .athlete with great more playing time as the season
lection, Sato was spectacular in his strength. Getting him to use his progresses.
Williams, a 6-3 guard, is the
first season at XU. The 6-5 guard is strengths and help the team is what
explosive and deadly from out- we are striving for," said Matta. "He Musketeers one true point guard
side. Sato led the team from be- wants to be a player and that is half coming off the bench. He and
Brown will compete for minutes
yond the 'arc with a 37.4 percent- the battle."
behind Chalmers.
age and three-pointers (65).
.
The Xmen also recruited 6-9
SCHOLARSHIP RESERVES
Sato posted a career-high 31
points against URI on the strength
Fifth-year senior Alvin Brown is big man Will Caudle, .but will be
of a school-record eight three- XU's lone reserve with any game without his much needed services
pointers.
experience whatsoev!'!r. Brown as it was determined he was a halfAlready an excellent scoring played an integral part in the cr(!dit short of meeting NCAA re.
threat, Sato has been improving on Muskies' success during the 1999- quirem~nts.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
the defensive end and has looked 2000 :season, averaging 6.5 ppg.
Juni~r center pavid West, a preseason Playboy All-American, will
more eager in the preseason to at- Though his role was reduced last
attract plenty of attention from XU opponents. As Xavier's
tack the basket. .He was named to season, Brown has significantexpeleading returning scorer and rebounder, West will be the focal ·
the preseason A-10 All-Conference rie~ce and can play both· guard popoint of Matta's offense.
c: sitions, something that should facThird Team.
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"Wom,en not ready to rebuild
·lt\(i't~ ij'augh••andPiipari 'returning,. XUprepared to·compete
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: arid short~stteam I'~e.e~er coached, . the final15 games of the season ... In .:
burthey're also the most ·athletic. · the four NCAA Tciurname11t games,
:1:·> "··,J' :\ ::::>,'.·i;:>: \,:. ' : . I'm excited." .
.
' she av~raged 11.3 points and hit
·,

,. Asst.,.Sporis'.Editor

''The biggest challenge 1~i11 be · nine three"poiriters. . . . ·
. team ha$-~)C>tto';ff :~P.;!riNt~rthe. for thein to learn how each other
The only senior on this year's
), t~ll?1·'.. !
plays. Getting a feeling .for what team is guard Shavon Bell ... Bell,
·.·success p~·~.
~ 2000~01 te'aJh.
· thif)'e.
eryori1 else likes to do," said · who tr~nsfeiTed to XU last seas!m .
· ''"feain chemistry on and from Cincinnati ~iate, is a great deur~is something we'i:e ·•·fender:: and\Vilt'also brfog some.
,:)·'\. . . > ·. ·
· · much-needed 'experience to the
tearri. She played in aH but two of
Xavier's games !~st year.
pboard
The othe.r three returning memi-rThejun~ bers are sophomore post players.
augh and Kate Kreagerbrings the most expetgive Xavier one rience after being the· only reserve
courts. in the na- to appear in all 34 games)ast year.
, .. Because she played behind
!:Jg · . and Piipari will be the Phillips and Tuukkanen, Kreager
,. 'nsofthisyear'steamandwill .Played limited minutesinmost of
ovide the leadership needed.·
those 34 gam~s; However,· in,the
"The· ball will be in their hands seven games in which. she played
a lot with them playing the 1 and i. more than 15 minutes she averaged
want.to maintain the level.we~re at. It's a natural transition .for them to 8.7 points and 5.7 rebounds per
We want to get to the NCAAs and be our leaders," said Balcomb.
·game. She will be counted on to
Piipari was thrust into the point . pnivide the majority of the scoring
surprise people," said Balcomb.
·Having' fostthe' aforementioned guard position last season after . and rebounding in the post~ Judg- ·
Big Three, Jen Parr and Erin Hall, Waugh ruptured her Achilles'·ten- . ,ing from he~ performance agairist
Xavier not. oniy IOst the majority don in pre-season conditioning. ·• ·· the Reebok Lady Stars,· Kreager is
of their scoring but also their vetPiipari's performance in her first . ready to take on that role.
.
eran leadership. · Because of the · year as point guard was outstand- ·
Sophomores Colleen Yukes and .
youth ofthisyear'.s team, (five fresh- ing. She setthe school record with Aida Sarajlija saw limited action
men aitd three sophomores), the 281 assists and tied for the best av- last season but bring plenty of size
coaching staff has had to change erage in the nation at 8.3 assists per and improvement to their game this
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
their repertoire from last season. · game. She also shot 44.8 percent year. Yukes is 6-4and Sarajlija is
Junior guard Reeta Piipari, the only returning starter from last ·
They have hadto teach the women from three-point range;
6~ land both will be look~d to proseason's Elite Eight team, will share this year's point guard duties how to play thus far this season.
Waugh inissed the first 19 games vide quality ~inutes this season.
with classmate Amy Waugh.
.. "You have to change. You can't of the season.due to herinjur:y but
.
.
FRESHMAN.CU\SS ..
have the same· expectations as last . returned for the final .two·months
. Xavier has been picked to finyear," said.Balcomb.. ''Last year c)f the sea,~on and played like the
This year's freshinanclassfea- She scored over 1,300 points in her
·
·
high
school
career.
second in the A-10 West· beished
eyei:Y,bodya!rea,dy knew hO\v to Waugh of oid. The' 1999c2000 A-, . tures five.playerswhom Bafoomb
Hendesson
w.ill
help
the
hind
George
Washfogton.
' pfay>This.year. we' have, tci teach 10 Rooi:a~~of~th~~y~~.averaged7 .2 believes 'one of the best recruitfrontcourt;'.}
The
6~o
forward
from
·
The
Colonials
are the hands' theJl1 to.play~ 'This)s the.youngest · poin!s ajtd).9 assi~t{p'er game in fog Classes t~ey have ever hacl at·
Wilmington, D~I., ~~s ari Honor- down favorite to win the A-10 West.
·~.···.···
~:./
' · · : '.'' . .
Xavier.
"I think this freshman class will able Mention All-American in her They retuni four starters from a team
'get the same amount of minutes as senior season.. She is a very ath- that went 22-10 last year and
last year's senior class got as fresh- letic player· who can play in the post finshed second. in the A- IO with a
14-2 mark.
men. : They're a s}Jnilar group. I and out on the perimeter.
Completing
the
freshman
class
However, don't.be surprised if
think they are all going to have to .
is
5IO
forward
Nikki
Wells.
The
the
Musketeers rriake a run at their ·
be ready to co'me in and play," said
Woodbridge,Va.
nativewas
named
second
corisecutiv¢ regular season. ·
Balcomb. "They're going to have
title.
·
Honorable
Mention
All-American
to make a big impact right away."
by
Street
&
St'nith
her
senior
seahave
established
that
you
"We
Two of Xavier's freshmen,
son.
Wells,
like
Henderson,
posa~
~avier;
Now
we
can
win
here
Ashleigh Cuncic and Kim
sesses
the
ability
to
play
inside
or
have
to
prove
that
you
can
do
it
Neidermeyer, were selected to the
out
arid
will
undoubtedly
help
the
consistently.
,I
expect
us
to
b~
up
A-10 Preseason All-Rookie Team.
to the challenge," said Balcomb.
The three others, Alexis Henderson, Musketeers this season.
Dani Statuto and Nikki Wells all
OUTLOOK
GAMES TO WATCH
come in with numerous accolad~s
The
2001-02
Musketeers
will
The
Musketeers see every game
from their prep careers.
have
a
hard
time
repeating
what
last
as
an
important
one th.is year and
Cuncic, a 5-10 guard from
year's
team
accomplished,
but
that
hav,en
't
highlighted
any of them on
Carlisle, Ontario, is a very athletic
doesn't
mean
they
won't
be
trying
their
schedule;
player who will add depth to the
"We're just going to try and get
·. already strong backcourt. Jn her to do just that. ·
beliefin
this
is
reflected
Their
better
every game,'' said Balcomb.
five-year career at St. Mary's Senior
on.
the
back
of
the
tea~
's
practice
Xavier's
tw,o games against the ·
High School, her teams compiled a
jerseys
that
read
"New
Team
Same
Colonials
will
be on Jan. 13 at the
187-6 record; She knows how to ·
Dream.''.
Balcomb
believes
this
Centerand
Feb. 17 in D.C. ·
Cintas
win; can shootthe three-pointer and
year's
team
will
be
challenged
but
Another
liighlight
on the sched-.
. loves to play defense.
belieyes
they
can
be
very
good.
ule
is
their
Nov.
28
meeting at
Neidermeyer is. a 6-0 lefthander
"I
don't.
think
we're
finished
Vanderbilt.
The
Commodores.feafrom the Cleveland area who will
bring size to the perimeter. She was · here. I think we can keep getting ture National-Player-of-the-Year
a 1,000-pointscorer in high school better and better. We can do more," candidate Chant~ll Anderson and
be seeking revenge for the·i~
who will fit· well into the Xavier said Balcomb. "The Cintas Center
really
makes
a
difference-:
it
opens
loss
to
XU early last season ..
offense. She was named Honorable
up
all
kinds
ofdoors
for
us.
We
The Crosstown Shootout will "
Mention All-Ohio in her s~nior seahaye unlimited potential. ·
take place .on Dec .. 2.at the Cintas:::
son at Eastlake North.
"Our goals aren't as high as last Center. It will be the first meeting
Statuto will also add depth to
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
year,
but we can set and reach at- between the two teams at the Cintas
the backcourt. Hailing ,from ·
XU will rely on junior guard !'my..Vl/~ugh, coming· off an 'injury-· ·
goals: We want to win our Center.
tainable
"
,
plagued sophornore year, to lead the offense after the departure Peterburough, N .I~., the 5-6' .guard league'. We want to get back tc>ttie
was twice named an USA Today
of four-fifths of last season's starting lineup.
·
Honorable Mention All-Amencan. NCAA Tournament."·

.
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10 ROMAIN. SATO.
0 :uoNEL CHALMERS.
6·;5:. so~. 'GUARtf:
.·
· 6~0 JR. POINT GUARD
,
.. .·. '
•Ranked sixth on the team in · _•Thircton»t~,e-!earrl'Jn:,:bg~h'..
scoring at 8.9. ppg
scoring;,;Jo:z.·-~fpg,_'.~~~';'./~.:·;;.:::
•Second on the team with 1.3 _· reboundi(lg;·. 5;4' tpg:; ._::· ::/·):'
steals per game·
~Led th~'t~.~~~J~.thJ'E'.~fpei9r.-·
•Scored a career-high 19 points field goals w1th<s5·, -·• ··r=:·~i:.~" '''
: ·~

·

~

·.' .

~~:~~~:~ ~~~b~=~i;~~~~i~~0 ·;·~t!=-~~1;~;~~i~~z~}~~~i~1:\~'.=:
·

times last season
•Played in all 29 games last
season, starting the first seven

317point perf~~~a~~~.~g~jn'st
Rhode Island:,,,._ ... -:.;•,..,·:·:.:> ..._

-FIVE.
.

• .

.

.

.>

-

·_

.

·.

. .

. ·. -... ·.11 KATE.KREAGER~.
.
·,· ..
.6-3 SO. FORWARD ·

4. REETTA PllPARI
5.:.7 JR. GUARD

,-

•'

•Only reserve.to play in all 34:of
Xavier's gaines last season ·.
,·•Will be themairi· option in the
postthis _seascm -: .· . · . . . ·
•Averaged 8.7 points a_11d·s,7
· .. rebounds iri·the:seyen-games~ ;
:· · she played .nioretharl' 1s: · ·
· minutes-in last season ,. . ·

•Set school record for assists ·
. with 281 last season
~Tied for first in nation with 8.3
assists per game last season
•Earned a spot on the A-1 O AllC:onference -Second-Tean:i ., · •
.•Led the A-1 Owith a 2.07 ·
assist/turnover ratio lastseason ·

25 KEITH JACKSON
6-5 FR. GUARD
· •Very athletic player who
averaged 16.7 ppg and 6.7 rpg
during.his senior year.
•Narned 'fo .the. preseason
AtlantiC"10 All~Rookie Team

..

~J

. ·.

12 ASHLEIGH CUNCIC
5-10 FR. GUARD
•Averaged 24 points, seven
rebounds, six assists and five
steals her final H.S. season
•Athletic all-around. player who
can defend and shoot the three

24 ALVIN BROWN
6-3 SR. GUARD
•A fifth-year senior who
averaged 6.5 ppg in the 19992000 season
·
•Scored a season-high ·11
points against EKU

•Avera'ged 16 points and eight
rebounds as a senior
•A natural post player who can·.
also play on the perimeter • ··
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Matta takes· over XU reins
nity to come to Xavier far outBY JOE ANGOLIA
weighed the need for personal reEditor-in-Chief
For Thad Matta the past year.has flection. Matta, who iron_ically
been a whirlwind experience which posted a. career-high 21 points
has yet to fully sink in. After ~arn against Xavier in his playing days
i ng ihe Midwestern Collegiate at Butler, alway new XU was a "tre-·
Conference's Coach-of-the-Year mendous program" and an "unique
and leading Butler to a school ·place." ·
· "What the mission of this unirecord 24 wins and an appearance
in the second round of the NCAA versity stands for directly correlates
Tournam.ent, the Xmen's new gen~ to what I try to stand for as a pereral has hardly had a chance to en- son. I didn't have to come into
Xavier and be someone I wasn't,"
joy his first year as a head coach.
"Eve_rything so far has been go- · said Matta. "Coming to a ·city like
ing at _such a fast pace," said Matta. Cincinnati where college basket"Getting here on May 3 and going ball is king, was just a heck of an
right into recruiting, summer camps opportunity for me."
The 34-year J'v1atta, with one·
and then school starting; we
haven't had time to come up for air year of head coaching experience
and more NCAA Tournament wins
and really enjoy this."
Last season, Ma~ta guided the . (one) than the departed Skip Prosser
Bulldogs to an MCC Regular Sea- had in his last four seasons, gives
son Championship, an MCC Tour- . XU an energetic and emotional
nament Championship and an up- · leader who's active on the bench
set victory over then 23rd-ranked and not afraid to let his players
Wake Forest in the first round of know when he's displeased.
"I would obviously love to sit
the NCAA Tournament. It was the
first NCAA Tournament win for the down like Phil Jackson, just kick
Bulldogs since 1962, but instead of back and enjoy the game," said
basking in his team's accomplish- Matta. "I'm an emotional guy who
ments for the summer, Matta found kind of wears my emotions on my
himself encompassed by a riew sleeve. A lot of that probably has to
do with my youth.
coaching position.
"You have to pick and choose
"That has been the hardest part
your
moments, when you 're going
of this job. I had a vacation planned
to
motivate
and how you 're going
for May 10, then I got this job. I
to
motivate,"
said Matta. "There are
never sat down last year and said
some
games
where
you don't have
let's look at what we've done," said
to
say
anything
and
you know
Matta. "That's why its been 'such a
they're
ready
to
play.
And
there are
fast paced, l 00 miles per hour evother
nights
when
maybe.they
just
ery day. I think as a coach you've
don't
have
it
and
as
a
co.ach
you've
got to stop and reflect on what
. got to get it from them."
you've done."
Matta's own personal coaching
In the end, though, the opportu-

style isn't the only thing the Musketeers will have to adjust for, as a
new coaching staff brings in a
whole new coaching philosophy
from the offense to the defense,
practice and even warm~up drills.
"Everyday they get a little more
comfortable. I put~ lot of on us, on
the player.s, that this is our team.
. This isn't my team," said Matta.
"They are making the adjustment
every day to get a better feel of what
I want."
The players aren't the only ones
making adjustments, as Matta has ·
had to adapt to a new town, a new
environment and an increase in the
level of media scrutiny from that
which he saw at Butler.
"I kn.ow how to get from my
house tel the Cintas Center and
that's abqut it," said Matta. "It's a
little frightening in that regard."
Part of that can be attributed to
Matta's focus on the Musketeers
and how to make the team better
"every single day."
.
"As a coach you are constantly
thinking about your team," said
Matta. "You're trying to deal with
players every day, giving them one·
of two things they can get better at.
You are always looking for the perfect practice or perfect drill."
The Musketeers were picked by
the coaches and media to finish first
in the Atlantic 10 West, but Matta
doesn't gi~e too much weight to
preseason picks.
"There is so much that can happen throughout the course of the
season. We take this day by day and
we try to g~t a little bit better day
by day," said Matta.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA

Head coach Thad Matta, kneeling, replaces the departed Skip
Prosser, who bolted for Wake Forest, as the new men's
basketball coach. Matta becomes Xavier's 15th head coach after
guiding Butler to a 24-8 record and an appearance in the
second round of the Nl:M Tournament.

"What I'm going to be satisfied
with is if this team continues to
become a team and we continue to
get better daily. I think that this
team, if things fall into place, you
stay injury free and you stay out of
foul trouble in certain games, then
I think we could be a very good
basketball team that could be playing well into March."
With his experience at Xavier
having really only jusf begun, .

Matta, a coach who describes every game he gets to continue
coaching as "the greatest game of
my life,"should give the XU faithful plenty to cheer for in the years
ahead.
"Hopefully ~t the enc(ofthis year
I'll be able to sit down and reflect
on some great memories," said
Matta.

Meet Matta's staff
BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor
With a new head coach comes a
whole new coaching staff for XU
fans to become acquainted with.
Head coach Thad Matta has brought
in three new assistants and a director of basketball operations to help
him lead the Muskies this season.
Sean Miller will be XU's firstever associate head coach. Miller,
John Groce
32, spent the :past five seasons as Sean Miller
an assistant to Herb Sendek at North cruited, he's so connected. He's Ind., Groce played- basketball for
three seasons, helping the Trojans
Carolina State and the two previ- been everywhere," Matta said.
ous years under Sendek at Miami
Assistant coach John Groce fol- . to an overall record of 86-18 record
University.
lowed Matta to Xavier after coach- and three trips to the NAIA Na·"Sean and I shared an office to- ing under him at Butler. As a col- tional Tournament.
"He's a guy that has a great ungether at Miami of Ohio seven lege coach, Groce has helped his
years ago," Matta said.
teams reach postseason play all derstanding of who I am and what
Miller graduated from Pitts- eight years that he has been in- I'm looking for. And he understands the system," Matta said. "To
burgh in 1992 where he was re- volved.
garded as one of the best point
Groce, 29; also coached under get a guy in here that understands
guards in Big East history. He was Sendek at N.C. State from 1996- me and what I'm trying to get across
the 1988 Big East Freshman-of-the- 2000. During those years, the everyday is huge because he can
Year and finished his career at Pitt Wolfpack advanced to postseason convey that to the players."
Alan Major is the second assisas the all-time leader in assists and play ever year, including the 2000
tant coach and, at 33, is the oldest
free-throw percentage at the school. NIT Semifinals.
He is currently ranked 10th on the
· "John is a guy who was with assistant on the coaching staff.
school's scoring list.
Sean at NC State. He's just one of Major was an assistant at Pacific
"He's a guy who experience wise these young guys and I cion' t know for five seasons with a season at
has coached in the Big Ten, Big ifhe sleeps at night. They work well Southern Illinois in the middle of
East, ACC. He's a real asset to have ·· together. I put a lot of trust jn those his seasons at Pacific. ·
here. The big thing with Sean is he's guys and they do a great job," Matta
During his first tour of duty with
got tremendous loyalty. Recruiting said.
Pacific, Major helped the team adin all the different places he's reAt Taylor University in Upland, vance to the NCAA Tournament in

Alan Major

Bill Comar

1997 behind the play of NBA spent· two seasons· as an assistant
as -the Coordinator
player Michael Olawakandi, now coach and two
-.·.. -.- ....... ,.
of the L.A Clippers.
of Basketball Operations.
Matta said, "I met him out in
Prior to his 'te-11~.r~·at UD, ColT!ar
California at Steve Lavin's basket- worked at Miami University. as an
ball camp back in the early '90s. administrative assistant and acaAlan has got a tremendous under- · demic adviser. During the 1994standing of the game. He's got a 95 season, he worked with both
great repoire with the players. He's ·Matta and Miller, who were assisa great motivator. He's really done tants on Sendek's staff.
a good job of getting to know them
Matta feels Comar's experience
and understand them and figuring in the conference will help his staff
out how to get them to play at their considerably. "Bill is a guy who is
max ability."
just another tremendous asset to
A native of Indianapolis, Major have on this staff. He's a guy I've
graduated from Purdue in 1992, known for seven years as well, we
where he served as a manager for were together at Miami. He's a guy
head coach Gene Keady's teams.
that has been in the Atlantic IO for
Bill Comar, 30, joins the XU four years at Dayton and he's got a
program as its Director of Basket- tremendous feel for the league and
ball Operations. For the last four is able to shed a lot of light on what
years, Comar has been a member of we are getting ready to face with
Oliver Purnell 's staff at Dayton. He the entire staff," said Matta.·
'
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St. Joe's expected to dolllinate
Nelson, O.'Connor set to lead Hawks in revampedAtlantic.-10
silky smooth point guard Lynn Rams a successful season.
Greer who is a dangerous threeCenter
Duke
Freemanpoint threat and can score off the McKamey and forward Teremun
The Atlantic 10 Conference dribble as well. Greer runs the of- Johnson will try to improve on their
goes into the s(,'!ason as a confer- fense, has unlimited range and also last year's double digit scoring avence becoming more and more rec- does a great job of findirig open erages to help out.
The main concern of Coach Hill
ognized nationally as each year teammates.
Kevin
Lyde
and
Ron
Rollerson
is
who will replace last year's
passes. Last season, the conference
also
return
to.
hold
down
the
guards.
The duo of Bevon Brown
sent three teams to the NCAA tourfrontcourt
for
the.Owls.·
Lyde
with.
and
Jason
Harris combined to score
nament and two more to the NIT.
drew
his
name
from
the
NBA
draft
25.5
points
a game last year.
Those three tourney teams look to
come
back
to
Temple
and
to
be the class of the conference once
5. MASSACHUSETIS
again as this college basketball sea- Rollerson is a seven footer with a
·
wide
body
and
a
soft
touch.
Steve
Lappas takes over. for
son prepares to tip off.
Temple's
defense
is
always
goBruiser
Flint
at UMass after having
The conference will have an
pating
to
be
solid
with
Chaney's
a
very
successful
tenure at
overall different look this season
ented
match
up
zone.
The
key
to
·
Villanova.
He
will
try
to
get Umass
with seven n~w head coaches, a new
Temple's
success
is
finding
a
solid
back to being. the perennial final
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conference. Here's a look at seven games of the season because John Calipari left UMass, the proleague's -12 teams and how they of academic problems, was an all gram hasn't been the same.
A-10 rookie team selection last
The big hit to the Minutemen
should finish.
year.
this year is the departure of Monty
Mack. Mack finished his career as.
East Division
3. ST. BONAVENTURE
the second all time leading scorer
Jim Baron won't be roaming the in school history with 2,-183 points.
1. ST. JOSEPH'S
sidelines for St. Bonaventure this What's even more of a concern to
PHOTO COURTESY OF SJU SID
The Hawks made a strong show- year for the first time io l 0 years. coach Lapp'as is that he was the
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year.
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GW ready to dethrone Muskies
St. Joe's, Temple class of East l)ivision in new A-10 format
BY MATT BARBER
Sports Writer ·
When the Atlantic l 0 Conference expanded five years ago,.
George Washington was the undisputed juggernaut of the league, advancing to the Elite Eight of the
NCAA Tournament. Over those five
seasons, the top teams of the conference chipped away at the invincibility of the Colonials, most notably Xavier who advanced itself
to last year's Elite Eight while GW
suffered its first first-round loss ever
in theNCAAs.
Well, as the conference expands .
again this year (adding the Richmond Spiders·from the Colonial
Athletic Association), it·seems
George Washington is poised to
·resume its dominance once again.
Receiving preseason and top-25
accolades from a number of publications, the Colonials have been
ranked as high as 14th as the 20012002 season prepares to unfold.
The preseason Coaches' Poll has
GW at No. 22, while the Associated
Press puts them at 20th.
Post players all over the A-10 were happy to see Taru Tuukkanen
Xavier is the only other A-10 graduate from XU. With the 6-3 center gone, many around the
team receiving votes, checking in league are wondering who will replace Tuukkanen as XU's
at No. 33 and No. 38, respectively, dominant post player.
in the two polls.
All-A-10 last year contributing team in the A-10 this season. They
With the addition of Richmond,
10.5 ppg and 4.8 rpg and will make return four starters, including the
the A-10 returns to 12 teams and its
it difficult for teams to dquble-team A- lO's top rebounder and seconddivisional alignment. The West
Oho or herself in the post.
best returning scorer.
Division is better top to bottom
It is George Washington's depth
Beth Friday, a 6-1 forward, averthan the East, but two of the top
· that is its greatest strength, as guards aged a double-double last year, scorthree teams in the conference call
Kelly Wright (5-10) and Marsheik ing 11.9 ppg and grabbing a conthe East home. Here is a team-byWitherspoon (5-5) and forwards ference-best 10.3 rpg. She will give
. team breakdown and a predicted
Valerie Williams (6-2) and Anna opponents fits in the paint this year,
order of finish for the 12 women's
Montanana (6-1) will contribute - on offense and defense.
basketball programs in the confersignificant minutes off the bench.
Sharp..:shooting guard Khalihah ·
ence.
Este-Shehu will force-opposing
2. XAVIER
teams to guard the perimeter well,
The Musketeers may be the. as she poured in 16 ppg last seayoungest team in the conference. son, shooting and driving. ·
1. GEORGE WASHINGTON
One senior and two juniors lead a
Point guard Shiri Sharon
The Colonials are loaded this ' pack of inexperienced sophomores emerged as a freshman last year,
season. They were' the only A-10 and neophyte freshme'n into a sea- being named to the A-10 All-·
team to knockoff XU last year, and son with high expectations. Grow- Rookie squad and will run the ofthey have· gotten even better since ing pains will undoubtedly .slow fense again this season. Center
their early exit from last season's XU in the early games of the sea- Oxana Shetko (6-2) and guard
March Madness.
son, but the team is loaded with Nikolina Pender (6-1) will brfog
Leading the way for GW will be untapped talent that just needs size to the Duke's starting five.
6-0 small forward Erica Lawrence, playing time to emerge.
Forward Jade Timol (6~0) will
The leaders on and off the court come off the bench as the defenpossibly the best athlete in the Awill be junior. guards Amy Waugh sive stopper, and newcomer Erin
l 0. She plays a complete game shooting, driving, posting-up, de- and Reetta Piipari. Alternating be- Wehrle (6-2) will provide depth in
fending and rebounding. Last year, tween the one- and two-guard po- the post behind Shetko and Friday.
she averaged 13.6 points and 4.7 sitions, Xavier probably will not
rebounds per game on her way to play a minute all season without one
4. DAYTON
earning A-10 Second Team honors. of them on floor.
Dayton and Duquesne are alLawrence will be joined in the
Senior guard Shavon Bell will most interchangeable in the West
starting rotation by 5-9 point guard start as the season begins, but fresh7 this year; either could grab the third
Lindsey Davidson, 5-11 guard man Ashleigh Cuncic will chal- (or if Xavier stumbles, second) spot.
Cathy Joens, 6-4 center Ugo Oho lenge for that spot, relegating Bell ·The Flyers are bringing high expecand 6-4 forward Elena Vishniakova. to the sixth-player role.
tations and four starters into the
Davidson i's an excellent threeKate Kreager will be the focus 2001~2002 campaign.
point shooter who can also pass the of the offense in the post, and she
Guards Stephanie Miller (10.8
ball; as she averaged 4.78 assists will be joined in the starting five ppg, 4.5 apg) and Chrissy Donovan
per game.
by Aida Sarajlija, a 6-0 forward who (8.8 ppg, 3.9 rpg) will steady the
Joens missed significant time played as a guard last year.
backcourt and run the offense for .
last season due to an injury, but
Freshman Alexis Henderson UD. Alena Martens (7 .2 ppg) and
appeared healthy in the preseason brings some great athleticism to the Shannon McFadden (2:3 ppg) will
opener, scoring 14 points. Oho was post and will be a key sub, possi- add depth to the guard positions.
a dominant shot-blocker in her bly starting at· times, for XU this
Kristy Hineline (9.0 ppg, 4.8
freshman year (2.38 blocks per. season. For a more incdepth analy- rpg) will certainly start in the
game), but got into foul trouble by sis of the Lady Musketeers, see frontcourt, probably with Sarah
trying for one too often. Still, she page .3 .
Schloss (6.3 ppg, 3.0 rpg). Mandy
. was an All-Rookie Team selection
Winters and freshman Leslie Bums
last year averaging 9.2 ppg and 4.9
'5. DUQUESNE
will add depth to the post for Dayrpg. Vishniakova was Third-Team
The Dukes could be a surprise ton.

West Division

as

men who may play as well are guard
5. LA SALLE
This could be a long season for Natalie Tokgoz and forward-Sandie
La Salle. The Explorers graduated Walker. Depending on how quickly
five seniors and 66 percent of last these two pick up the system to add
year's scoring, and becaus,e of it, as depth to the Spiders (and how bad
many as three freshmen may be . La Salle is), Richmond could move
up and force the Explorers into the
starting this year.
Forward Beth Hudak will lead West Division cellar.
the Explorers (she scored 23 points
and grabbed nine boards in their
East Division
first preseason game). Point guard
Chrissy Walker will be running the
1. TEMPLE
offense again. She averaged 3.7 apg
The Owls were a bit of a surprise
last year.
·
last season, going 11-5 in the conGuardSuzanne Keilty is the top
ference after mustering just 12 Areturning scorer, averaging 8.6 ppg
. 1o~wins in the previous three camfrom the backcourt last season.
paigns. They will not sw-prise anySuper-frosh Monica Garrido Sanz
-one this year, but are poised never.:
(a 6-2 forward), Jill Marano (a 5-6
theless to take the East Division
guard) and Meghan Wilkinson (a
crown.
5-8 guard) are the future for the
An A-10 second-teamer last year,
Explorers, and for better or for worse,
point guard Stacey Smalls will
the future is now at La Salle.
again lead the Owls. She averaged
J 1.2 ppg and 3.52 apg last year, and
6. RICHMOND
is a preseason choice for the AllThe Spiders will try to run-and- Defensive team.
gun their way into the A-10 this
Fellow returning starters are 5year, led by senior point guard 11 Christine Cruz (6.5 ppg, 4.6 rpg),
·Michele Koclanes, a CAA First6-0 Athena Christoforakis (I 0.8
Teamer, who averaged 12.1 ppg and ppg, 8.5 rpg) and 6-1 Lisa
7.4 apg last season.
Jakubowicz (10.6 ppg, 6.7 rpg).
Center Ebony Tanner is the other
Natalie Isaac, a 5-7 guard, who
returning starter, averaging 8.1 ppg averaged 7.8 ppg off the bench last
and an impressive 7 .1 rpg last year. season will probably be the fifth
Guard Elise Ryder (8.4 ppg) 'and starter, but highly-touted 5-7 freshforward Krystn Gull (7.8 ppg) will man Cynthia Jordan could challikely move from the bench into lenge for some playing time in the ·
the starting five this year.
starting rotation.
Amber Goppert, Cammy
Desmond and Tasha Swaby will
likely challenge for the final start- See A-1 O Women, page 8.
ing position, with the other two
coming offthe bench to see signific-ant playing time. Two fresh-
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A-lOMen:: UD picked·as·xu's main competition·in the West
continued from page 6
before falling short to Temple in
the conference tournament championship game.
Junior guard Chris Monroe returns as the teams ieading sc9rer
from a year ago. Monroe has a very
physical game combined with a
good shooting touch that makes
him. capable of exploding for big
games.
Hobbs says he uses Duke and
Connecticut as models for recruiting and that philosophy brought
him a good player this year.
Philadelphia's prep player of the
year, Tamai Forchion, joins the
Colonials along with point guard
T.J. Thomson.
The Colonials will rely on Monroe and good defense· for success.
They will miss Brown early, but he
. may be forgotten if Forchion .is as
good as advertised ..

4. RICHMOND
The competition in the Atlantic
10 will be a step up from the Colonial Athletic Association, but coach
John Beilein doesn't expect his
Spiders to be intimidated. Beilein
is armed with a n·ew long-term contract after being courted by Wake
· · Forest and Rutgers and has twice
as many wins as .losses in his four
years at Richmond. Richmond
graduated five seniors from last
year's NIT squad but still has some
players that can make some immediate impact. Scott Ungerer returns
along with Reggie Brown and 611 center Tim Faulconer. Eric
Zwayer, who shot 54 percent from
the floor last year also returns. to
the front line.
Richmond was an excellent
shooting team last year. They shot
45 percent from the floor while
·. holding their opponents to .40 per: ... cent.
If they can continue that kind of
·..·play and find another scorer besides
Ungerer, look for the Spiders to .
have a good year in their first season as a member of the A-10.

5. CiEORCiE WASHINGTON
SirValiant Brown departed for
the NBA, but now finds himself job
hunting after not catching on with
an NBA team. Tom Penders is also
gone afte~ spending three years try-

6. DUQUESNE

PHOTO COURTESY OF GW SID

George Washington guard Chris Monroe will be asked to play an
even bigger role for the Colonials cifter the departure of SirValiant
Brown, who declared for the NBA, but went undrafted.
ing to keep the Colonials at the
level they were at when Mike.Jarvis
was the head coach.

Karl Hobbs takes over and inherits a team that nearly snuck into
the NCAA Tournament last year

Danny Nee makes his fourth
stop as a college basketball head
coach to replace Darelle Porter as
the leader of the Dukes. Nee had
successful stops at Nebraska and
Ohio and comes in from nearby
Robert Morris. Last year, the Dukes
finished 9-21 and tied with Rhode
Island for last in the conference with
a 3-13 league record. That was with
the return of all their scholarship
players from the year before.
The.last time the Duquesne went

·A•10 MEN'S
.... QASl{ETB~U. '

Fl~r1~~~~~:r

.

to the postseason was the 1994 NIT.
Nee is looking for a big year from
forward Wayne Smith who averaged 15 points and 5.7 rebounds a
game last year despite battling a
series of nagging injuries .. Jack
· May and Kevin Forney also return
to the starting lineup.
Replacing Courtney Wallace,
last year's leading scorer, will be a
big obstacle to overcome.
Smith is a steady offensive
threat, but he will need some help
if Duquesne looks to improve on
last year's record and move out of
the A-10 cellar.

·!

A-lOWomen: Conference· returns to East and West divisions
'·

continued from page 7
Guards Reagan Apo and Chris3. RHODE ISLAND .
but sat out last season with a knee
tina Hamilton and forward Ieesha
The improving Rams return all injury.
Turnamge will give TU the depth five starters from last year's team,
Amber Sneed (8.9 ppg, 5.3 rpg),
to outdistance St. Joe's this year.
which managed only four wins, but from Cincinnati's Princeton High
2. ST. JOSEPH'S
suffered through the growing pains School, will return to her starting
The Hawks went through a ter- of starting two freshmen.
small forward position, but she will
A-10 second-teamer Yatar need to improve upon her .. 167
rible time last year, losing a player,
the head coach and an assistant to Kuyateh, a 5-10 forw'lfd, averaged three-point shooting percentage.
a controversy surrounding sexual 13.7 ppg and 7.5 rpg. She plays
Freshman Katie Nelson will get
harassment allegations.
athletically and can defend ( 1.59 the nod at point guard arid she will
With a new coach and a renewed .. steals per game a year.ago).
be joined in the backcourt by
sense of focus, SJU should return
The other starters are guards ·sophomore Cleo Foster,.
·
to form for the 2001-2002 season. Neda Djuric (7 .0 ppg) and sophoShould either of those two
Leading the flock at St. Joe's will mores Lindsey O'Neill (9.2 ppg, stumble, Paige Harris and Ebony
. again be 6-1 forward Susan Moran, All-Rookie selection) and Shayla Pegues are both experienced
'the odds-on favorite for A- I 0 . Johnson (8.7 ppg) and 6-4 center guards, while freshman Monique
Player-of-the~Year honors. She avVedrana Bajagic (7 .3 ppg, 5.4 rpg). Govan was an excellent playmaker
· : eraged 22.. 6 ppg (tops in the conGuard Denise King and small coming out of high school. Siiri
. ference) and 7.4'rpg and is nearly forward Dragana Banjac will be the Liivandi and Caroline Nehls will
unstoppable on offense.
key reserves for URI this season.
provide depth in the post.
All-Rookie Team selection Amra
4. MASSACHUSETTS
Mehmedic (7.7 ppg) will return to
5. FORDHAM
her starting guard position with
The Minutewomen only return
Fordham brings three starters
Jane Meade (4.5 ppg).
two starters from a team that went back, including last season's leadMeade is also the defensive stop- 6-10 in the A-10 last season and ing rebounders and top-two scorper for the Hawks, snagging 39 will be starting-a freshman at point ers. An experienced point guard will
steals last year. Irina Krasnoshiok, guard.
.
lead the Rams as they build this seaa 6-5 center, averaged 7.5 ppg and
Having spent the last few sea- son toward future success.
3.5 rpg, but can also shoot the sons trying to catch St. Jqe's, and
Mobolaji Akiode, a 5-11 forthree-ball, making her tough to now Temple, UMass will have to ward, averaged 9.0 ppg and 5.5 rpg
wait for this team to gain some ex- a year ago and will be looked to for
guard.
Elizabeth Mohan and Amy perience before that will happen. leadership. Fellow post player,
Preseason second~team selec- Lauren Fleischer, a 6-2 center, will
Snell will likely compete for the
starting point guard position, one tion Jennifer Butler will be the key look to improve upon her 6.6 ppg
which will be very important if the player for the squad as the 6-3 cen- and 5.8 rpg as she returns to her
Hawks are going to make a run at a ter averaged 12.7 ppg and 9.6 rpg starting role.
division title.
last year.
Distributing the ball to these two
Joining her in the frontcourt . players .will be sophomore point
Of equal importance will be
matching last year's conference- should be 6-2 forward Nekole guard Annie DeRoy. DeRoy can
best .815 free-throw shooting per- · Smith who put up solid numbers pass and defend well but is not
(9.0 ppg, 5.8 rpg) two years ago, known for her scoring.
centage.
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Versatile guard Erika Slayton
may break into the starting five, or
Patty Williams, who started some
last season, my get the nod.
The big news for the frontcourt
is the addition of 6-6 freshman
Kyshawn Ruff, who may be ready
to play right away.
At the very least, she brings an
imposing defensive presence to the
interior.

6. SAINT BONAVENTURE
An ACL injury to a key recruit
will slow down the Bonnies who
return just two starters from a team
that won just seven contests all last
year (three in the conference).
The team will lean on 5~9 small
forward Courtney Mattingly who

is the top returning scorer (11.3
ppg), rebounder ( 4. 8 rpg),
playmaker (2.6 apg) and defender
(31 steals last season).
Angela Scott (7.6 ppg, 4.6 rpg) ·
will resume her starting center dutie~ in the absence of 6-4 junior Eva
Kadlecova, who averaged nearly 30
ppg at Genesee Community Col~
lege last year, due to a knee injury.
Lyndsey Maurer (5 .0 ppg),
Graziella Charles (4.4 ppg) and
Jade Humble (2.4 ppg) may round
out the starting unit, and a host of
freshmen will provide the depth
(though it will probably be shallow).

THE VERDICT
· GW will add anoth.er A- I 0 Championship to its already impressive
resume, while Temple should join
the Colonials in the NCAA Tournament.
St. Joe's and Xavier also have
good shots at the tournament (although XU's inexperience may slow
itdown), andDayton and Duquesne
have realistic shots at the WNIT.
Getting six. teams into \he
postseason would be a major coup
for the Atlantic 10, which is not
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· Frey, 15. points and ~everi boards,

l~ .xAViER ·59, (:INCINNATI t;7 · and .freshman .Romain Sato, i 4.
. .. •·. DEC;·.14~ 2~00 . . . .. .
points and five boards.
The Xinen entered the. annual
· Crosstown Shoot~ut re~li~g from . 2. XAVIE,R 6B~ MIAMI (OH) 44
·uninspil'ing lo~se~. to Wisconsin
NOV.18, 2000
. •'and Princeton)hings didri 'tfigure ·
The Cintas Center ~ra of Xavier
to· get any belt.er as.they traveled to · baske,tball got under way in grand
the. hostile Shoemak~r Center .to style as the Musketeers kicked off
take on then-No. 17 Cincinnati. But the season and theirnew arena with
. :in what lmsbecome a.re~ccurring , a68-54winovertheRedHawks.
thei,ne in tl:i.is. rivalry; the X:men
The Musketeers, possibly. dis· proved that the records Il\oW_ermat- · tracted from the shine .of a new
ter, edging out atwo~point win.
. .arena, got off to a sluggish start in
· Led by Kenny Satterfield, the front of a capacity crowd. XU reBearcats ran outto a 15 poi.ntfirst- .covered, though, as Miami shot just
halflead, 32~ 17, with 6.: 13 leftiil,the 30 percent from the field in the first
half. The Musketeers closed the half. Unable to buy a bucket,, the
gap to seven by the intermissi0 n, RedHawks watched Xavier close
40-33, and kept the IJ}omentum go- out the first half on a 35-12 run. Miing to take the lead 47-46. The two ami never recovered, giving the
teams traded runs, with XU leaning Cintas Center a ·successful inauguheavily .on the .shoulders ofsopho- ration.Sato recorded Xavier's firstmore David West.
ever basket at the new arena, kncickWestmade the most of his m~ny ing down a three-pointer with
trips tb the free~throw line, finish- 18:40 rerriainingin the first half;
ing the night with 23 points on the Outside shooting from Sato wasn't
strength of 15~ 19 shooting from the the only seasonal trend foreshadcharity stripe. In .. addition, he o.wed in the first game, as West recomplimented his offensive prow- corded his first. doubl.e-double of
.ess '.Yith 13 boards.
the year (17 points and 13 reXavier trailed 67-65, when junior bounds).
Lloyd Price put his names in the
Xavier annuals. of Musketeer he3. XAVIER 86, ST. JOE'S 73
roes. Price brought X,U within one
JAN. 27, 2001
by sinking a free throw, making the
The upstart Hawks came into the
score 67-66 with 0:58 seconds re- Cintas Center for match-up of two
maining. Price proceeded to. steal the of the conference's premier teams.
ball from lJC's Steve Logan and Led by Marvin O'Connor and
drive to. the basket for what proved . Jameer Nelson, the Hawks. were
to be the game-winning field goal.
riding an eight-game winning streak
It marked. the sec.ond straight and were. undefeated in conference
time the Musketeers had.knocked play.
A poor shooting night kept the
off the Bearcats 1:1nd the fourth time
inthe last five 01eetings.
potent Hawks' offense on the
The Musketeers benefited from ground, as the Muskies ran out to a
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35-23 halftime lead· and never
looked back. Xavier wiis riding a 26~
point lead in the s~~ond haif, 'thanks.· ..·..
'in no small parttotheeffq~s.O,fFr~y;
Frey went8~13 froin theJield;e·n
· route to a career~tying 2~f points to ·
go' along With ni11ere.b0~nds. Wes.t · ·
'was his usual dominant self, put. ting tdgeth~r his· fiftl:l strajght
double-double (18 :pointf and 12
boards) .. XU's center wasn't done
there; though, addlng.f~µt_blocks
and t,hree st~als. .
·. . · ..
' :·
4. XAVIER 71, GEORGE·
• · · WA~HINGTON 63 (OT) ·
FEB. 3,·2001 ·
This game could be remembered
for it's overtime finish, It.could be
.· rememberedforthe€olonialsinability to score a:fieldgoal'in the first 13
. minutes ofthegameortheovertime
'period.
.
But what this game will be remembered for is a record-setting
perfohnance'from West, ~ho no~
. only recorded his usual double·.. double hutassembleda20-20 game.
· West finished with 26 points and
a career~high 21' rebounds, not to
· mention a car~er~tiigh six blocks. It
..
PHOTO COURTESY OF SID
was just the fifth 20~20 game inAFormer
XU
guard
Maurice
McAfee
started
every
game
of the last
IO histo~y and the first time an XU
two seasons for the Muskies.
·
player had achieved the feat since
Tyrone Hill and Derek Strong in
Frey inbounded the ball to
1990. The 21 rebounds marked a new much less to teams they are supposed
to
beat.
But
that
is
exactly
Chalmers
who raced down court
A-10 record for rebounds by a
where
the
Xmen
found
themselves
and
fired
up
a NBA~range threesophomore.
and
would
have
ended
up,
had
pointer
at
the
buzzer which found
Frey added a double-double of
Lionel
Chalmers
not
delivered
a
nothing
but
the
bottom of the net.
his own in the wih,putting together
long-range
Christmas
presentto
all
Chalmers
was
spectacular in the
al 7-point, 12-rebound night
the good XU faithful.
second half, recording 12 points in
Xavier battled all night long, but 11 minutes of action. While other
5. XAVIER 63, TOLEDO 61
in command following a Muskies had solid games, their efappeared
DEC. 23, 2000 ·.
20-5
run
which
put XU up 56-45. forts are. irrelevant. This game
Playing in 'a mid-level conferc
UT
responded
and
took the lead 61- marked the arrival of Lionel
ence, every game counts and teams
.
60
following
a
pair
of free throws. Chalmers.
· can hardly afford .to lose a game,

Five games fro.In a dream season
·Tuukka~en scored a game-high 28
Coming off a 28-point win in
points, the No: J 5. ranked Muskethe first round over Louisville, the
·xAvn:R 64, ... ·
· teers knocked off OW.
Musketeers were shooting the ball
VANDEilBILT60 '
:The wiri was a crucialone for·
extremely well, just as they had all
.·: NOV:.l9; 2000.
Xavier as they headed do~n the
season long. Xavier tied the school
.. : . ·Inth.~irfir~tg~tri'~ ofthes~aso_n. home:stretch· of ·the·.conference ..
·• :• record with 14three·pointers in the •.
. .win. overthe Cardinals...
··
la~tyeai)ndth,e firsrwomen's ga01e ' ' schedule in search pf their firs.t ever,; ' ·:
. The match-up against Clemson
ever atthe Cint*~ Center, the Mus- regular season A-10 title.:'..
· . also featured. great shooting by the
~eteers ho~ted Variderbi.IL '.l'he
Commodores came into the game ·
3. :~v1ER_:8i,:,CiW··.,&> · ..:
Musketeers. X~vier handily beat
ranked' high;~$;'.l9th'.in the .. na~
. ·. the Tjgers in a game. that saw the
:· :.:· ·~ARCH:4,::2o(n>·,~:,::~:'.~-~_<:
' tim{ and were favored to win. the
Musketeers hit 12. three-pointers.
Xavier and OW met for the third
. gaitie. Xavier had other ideas. · · . ··· time the season in the finals ofAand le~d !Jy as many a~ ~ l in· the
Playirig in. front oC:a· school- 10 Tournament. After splitting their
second half.
record crowd of 2,712 the Muske- two regular season meetings,the
teers ne.ver trailed in the game and r.ubber match had a little m~re
5. XAVIER 80, TENNESSEE 65
beat the nationally ranked Conmio- meaning to it.- The winne·r'would
MARCH 24, 200.1
dores 64~60.
~eceive ari automatic bid to :die'
When the NCAA Tournament
The first win of the season was
brackets came out; the Musketeers
NCAA Tournament.
big one and a sign of the great
found themselves seeded fourth in
Xavier was .in control the entire
things come for the Musketeers in game and won convincingly. The
the in the same bracket with Tenthe 2000~0 l season. ·
Musketeers jumped out to an early
nessee who was the No. I seed. Af27-8 lead and never looked back.
ter knocking off Louisville and
2. XAVIER 86, GEORGE
Xavier riever led by less than .14.
Clemson in tl1e first two rounds at
WASHIN(iTON 84.(0T)
After finishing the season with
the Cintas Center, Xavier found
FEB.4,2001
a 30-2 record the Musketeers rethemselves in the game they wanted
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
After going l8"2 through their ceived a No. 4 seed in their re- Head Coach Melanie Balcomb led the Muskies to their best
to be in: a match-up against the
first 20 games. and earning some. gional. This allowed them to host season in history. This included a 31-3 mark and a trip to the
Volunteers.
national recognition, the Muske- ·the first two rounds of the tourna- Elite Eight.
In what was arguably the greatteers traveled to D.C. to move within ment at the Ci.ntas Center.
est win in Xavier basketball history,
percentage points of the first place
round NCAA Tournament game they were the real deal. Coming the Musketeers accomplished the
Colonials.
'·
4. XAVIE.R 77,_ CLEMSON 62
with 30 wins and rank.ed Nb. 11 in from the A- I 0, a mid-major confer- unthinkable and beat the Volunteers
In an exciting overtime game in
MARCH 18, 2001
the nation. Yet, the jury was still ence, th.cir 30 plus wins wasn't by a score of 80-65.
which Xavier ·senior Taru
Xavier entered this second- out on Xavier as to whether or not enough to impress the skeptics.
BY SEAN O'BRIEN :
Asst. SportsEditor
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Duke readies for title d.efens·e
--

BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor
. After last year's 82~ 72 victory
~ver Arizona in the nationai championship game, Duke cannot be
overlooked cominginto this season. They will not be without some
competition, though, as there are
several suitors looking to dethrone
the mighty Blue Devils. In their
own conference, Maryland will.
make life difficult for Duke, while
SEC powers Florida and Kentucky
will be waiting in the wings should
the Dookies falter.
Here .now are the top 10 teams
in the nation, according to this
writer's biased opinion;

.

•'

'

....

'

needed to make contributions this middle while sophomore power for. season are sophomore guards Ricky ward Justiii Davis :will be heeded
Paulding and Wesley Stokes.
to preverit -'Stanford Jrom getting
How quickly the young and old dominated in. the paint···
i '
mesh together will oetetrnirie the .·
Tigers' rionconterence success'.
· 10.VIRGINIA
· Once Miizou gets going, this could ··. Fomier'XU coach Pete Gillen
' be a tough team to slow down.
will provide;Skip PrdSser with afa~
miliar face, but don't expect d111en .
8. KANSAS ·
· to go easy on his former a:ss.istant
-Head coach Roy Williams once nowthat they are 2.ciaching against
again has a team ft.ill of depth and · each other in the nation~s premier .
ready to challengefor the title. The bas~etball"confo~e~~~' :.:_
Jayhawks wili b~ 'led· by a pa:fr of
Gill<:<n }ias built.UVA into one of
.forwards, Nick Collison (14.0ppg, theACC's top programs in:his iast
6.7 rpg) and Drew' Gooden (I 5.8 two years iri .Charlottesville; ,Last.,
· ppg, 8.4 rpg), and a pair of guards, · year,theCavs beat Duke,Maryland
Jeff Boschee (11.1 ppg)' and Kirk and North Carolina, quite an ii"n- ·
Hiririch ( 11.5 ppg). .
pressive_ resume .. The orily draw~.
With this returning experience, back is that all of these wins came
•,KU will merely need to find ·a sm,all ori the Virginia cahlpus. ' ' '
forwardto replace departed Kenny
· · The ffrepower is obviously there
Gregory. EXpecLto see a three- .for.Gillen, who should enjoy beatguard lineup from the Jayhawks ing up mi his old assistanfProsser,
featuring freshman guard Aaron arid if Virginia can. pick uj:> some
'Miles, the Morgari Wooten Awai:d foad wins; this could be a very dall• winherfor NationalPlayef-of-the- gerous team late in the' season; · ' ·
· Year in 2001. How well Miles fits · · Down fow, the Cavaiiers' have a
iri with his exp~rienced teammates strong presence in junior center
could ultimately determirie Kansas' Travis Watson (12.3 ppg, 9:l'q>g)
·
and senior forward Chris Williams
postseason fate. --· · ' .
(145ppg; 6.7rpg). Sophomore J.C .
9.STANFORD
·Mathis and newcomer EltonBrown ·
. Despite the loss
our starters, are also expected to contribute.
don't count the Cardinal out of the
Sophomore guard Majestic
Pac-10 race; The one starter that Mapp, a medicalredshirt last searemains is arguably the best one of son, run the show for Gillen and
the bunch. All-America guard will have plenty of support from
Casey Jacobsen {18. l ppg, .507 the team's leading returning scorer,
from the field) will once again be junior'RogerMason (15.7 ppg). At
the focal point of the offense and small forward; senioi: Adain Hall
will be needed to· help build cohe-. ~ (lO;l ppg; 5 .5 rpg) is the most athsiveness among the Cardinal's new letic Cav.
starters~ One of the top clutch play. The only thing keeping UVA.in
ers in ttie Pac-10, Jacobsen willdefi- · the backgi:ound is the• shado:Y/ cast
·• nitely be up t~ the task. .
. by its confr;rence rivals. A third-.
· Without the Collins.twins,' placefinish.behindDilkeandMary.·Stanford .will inevitably stI1Jggle)n ]a~d. would attrac:t so,ine attention
the early going, but 7-foot junior ;··for the formerXlJcc:iach. ·
.Curtis Borchardt will stah in' the·
·
· ' ·,
'

'

>; .. , .

1. DUKE
The defending national· champions retl1rn a strong lineup' behind·
head coach Mike Krzyzewski. Junior point guard Jason Williams, a
unanimous PreseasonAll-America
sel~ctfon leads the Blue Devil attack. He won't be alone as much of
the supporting cast, will return.
Junior center Carlos Boozer re.turns after averaging 13;9 ppg on
.719-field-goal shooting. Junior··
Mike Dunleavy and sophomore
PHOTO COURTESY OFWKU SID
Chris Duhon will both be expected Western Kentucky senior Chris Marcus, a national Player-of~the
to help fill the gap created by the Year candidate, will try to lead the Hilltoppers back to the NCAA
graduation of Shane Battier and Tournament this season.
Nate James.
Most of the responsibility, ter Jason Parker, who tore hisACL Moss expected to have a positive
though, will fall to Williams. As a in his right knee in June. Parker, impact.
sophomore last year, Williams av- who is. expected to miss the entire
Junior guard Brett Nelson (15.3
eraged 21.6 ppg and 6.1 apg. Al- season, will be replaced by juniors ppg) will be relied upon heavily
though expected to be a high NBA · Marvin (Tree) Stone and Marquis now that Teddy Dupay has been
draft choice last spring, the 6-2 Estill. Both of these players have kicked off the team ... Nelson will
guard decided to return for his jun- seen significant playing time' in move back to shooting guard, with
ior season in Durham·.
· · ·.· · ·
their careers and are well-equipped the return of point guard Justin
This season will almost cer" .to replace their injured teammate" Hamilton, ,aju11ior who started in
tainly be Williams' last, though, as
the 2000 ~CAA title game;
4.MARYLAND
he iS on schedule to graduate early
Coming off the scl}ool's first
6. UCLA ' ·,
andwill likely turn pro next spring ..
berth in the Final Four, expectations
H~ad coach Stev~ Lavin' s squad
2. ILLINOIS
in College Park are rising. That is looks ready to do some damage this·
With junior All-American Frank because_.the .Terrapins return most season after _onlyJosing one key
Williams running the show, the of the l~adersfroni fastyear;s team. player, guard Earl Watson: . · ·"
Illini are expected to seriously cha!- ·
Led by the inside-out combo of
Returning .leaders for,· ~be Brulenge for the national title, one year fellow seniors .guard Juan Dixon · ins are senior center Dan Gadzuric
afterfallingonevictoryshortofthe (18,2 ppg) and forward Lonny · (11.7 ppg, 8.6ipg) andjmiiorforBaxter (15:6 ppg, 7.9 rpg); Mary-. ·. ward Jason Kapono (17.2 ppg);, The
Final Four.
Forwards Brian Cook and Lucas land looks to be in good position · 6- l l Gadzuric will pose major
.· ma~chup problems for nearly_every
Johnson will be expected to .help to take. on Duke.
replace the void left by the graduaAfter playing well in all three . team UCLA faces. The onlyp-ertion of Sergio McClain and Marcus meetings against Duke last year, In~ son likely to stop the big inan .is
Griffin.
eluding the national semifinal, the . himself. Over the years, Gadzuric
The strength of this team lies Terps are one team that will defi- has been plagued by bad knees and
with its guards. The performance nitely not back down from the na- constant foul trouble.
·
of Williams (14.9 ppg) and senior tional champs.
·While inexperience at point
Cory Bradford (9.9 ppg) will be the
guard may ultimately be the. Brubest indication of how far UI can
5. FLORIDA
ins' dem.ise, this shortcoming will
go. The class of the Big Ten, the
Gators coach Billy Donavon has not catch up to UC4A until late in
Illini should win the conference; but once again ~ecured one of the top the. tournament;
how far they advance in the tour- recruiting classes in the nation. The
nament will depend on how well only thing preventing UF from
7.MISSOURI
Williams p\ays come March.
owning the top spot is the absence
This year's Tigers, who wilf play
of Kwame Brown, a 7-footer who XU on Nov. 24, have no shortage
3. KENTUCKY
opted to be the No; 1 pick in the of weapons. All-American junior
When senior forward Tayshaun NBA Draft. With Brown, the Gators Kareem Rush (21.l ppg, 6.7 rpg)
Prince decided to return to school would have had one of the most and senior guard Clarence Gilbert
after declaring for the NBA Draft, dominating frontcourts in the na- ( 16.5 ppg) are two of the top playUK fans everywhere rejoiced. tion, but without him they won't ers in the Big XII, but their sup"
porting cast is what could deterThat's because, with Prince, the be too bad either.
Wildcats are legitimate contenders
Brown would have had the mine how well Mizzou goes in
for the national title.
chance to pfay alongside one of the .March.
Sophomore forward Arthur
With junior Keith Bogans (17.0 nation's top centers :_ senior
ppg) and Prince _(16.9 ppg) leading Udonis flaslem (16_.8 ppg, .7.5 rpg). Johnson (9.0 ppg, ?. . 8.rpg}will man
the attack, U.e: ~.e!Jts· have some of .. ]u~io(\\fa~t Bonner (13,3 ppg). will . ·the blocks for. head~"coach Quin.
the top retuming.. talent in the na- start alongsi"e Haslem with·fresh- Snyder with junior college transfer
tion. This is despite the loss of cen- men big men David Lee and Adrian Uche Okafor. Other young players
.·', • ·-- ... _:h•u ,

off

PHOTO COURTESY OF .DUKE SID

Duke. point guard Jason Williams will lead the defending nationa.1
champions in his t.hird and final year as a Blue Q·evil." Williarns
will graduate in three years and will likely be the·top pick innext
summer's NBA draft. :·
'"•
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The Newswire experts forecast the season
ESPNIUSA
TODAY coaches'
preseason Top 25.

Associated Press
preseason Top 25
RANK

Duke
Maryland
3. Illinois
4. · Kentucky
5. UCLA
6. Florida
1.

RANK
Duke
Illinois
Maryland
Kentucky

·· 1.
2.

3.
4.
5~

Flo~~,
UCB

6.

. 2.

Matt Miller's
preseason Top 10

Sean O'Br'ien's ·
Joe Angolia 's
preseason Top 10 . preseason Top 10
RANK

. RANK

Duke
lliinois
Kentucky
Maryland
Florida

1. ·Duke

2.

Ken~ucky

3.

Illinois
UCLA
Florida
Iowa

4.

5.
6.

RANK
1. . Duke
2. lliinois
3. UCLA
4. Florida
5. . Maryland
6. Kentucky

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
. 22.
23.

24.
25.

Iowa
Missouri '
St. Joseph's ' '.
Virginia
Michigan St.
Memphis
Georgetown
Stanford
Boston College
Temple
Oklahoma St. ·
North Carolina
Syracuse
Indiana
Texas
Oklahoma
Southern Cal
Fresno St.

· ; Duke def. Illinois
NATIONAL PLAYEROF-THE-YEAR:
Jason Williams-Duke
A-10 POY:
Marvin O'Connor-SJU · ·
XAVIER RECORD:
. 22-5

Mike . Micallef's
p·reseason Top 1O·

Abby Lee's

presea·son Top· 10
RANK

RANK

i.· Duke
2 .. illinois
3. Florida
4. Kentucky
5. Maryland
6. UCLA
i,
7. Kansas
8. Iowa
9. Missouri
10. St. Joseph's
. 20. Xavier

Duke
2. Kentucky
3. lliinois
4. ·Florida
5. UCLA
6. Missouri
7. Kansas
8. Stanford
9. Memphis'
10. St. Joseph's
30. Xavier··

1.

FINAL FOUR:
Duke, Maryland,
illinois, Florida

FINALS:

XAVIER RECORD:
21-6

XAVIER R.ECORD:
21-6
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WOMEN'S BASKETBAl..L'.2:1)CJ·•r~2,002 SCHEDULE
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1-4 · Atlantic lO Tournament*
Home games in bold.
* at Temple's Liacouras Center (Philadelphia)

